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A TIME OF POSSIBILITY
Bates Football
Tramples White
Mules, 19-14

Elaine Tuttle
Hansen Inaugurated
As Bates Seventh
President

by LYNN WORTHY
STAFF WRITER

by JASON HIRSCHHORN
NEWS EDITOR
On Saturday, October 26, Bates College
wrote a new page of its vast and varied his¬
tory. Elaine Tuttle Hansen was inaugurated
as Bates’ seventh President in the College’s
147 year history. Hansen, the first female
to serve as Bates’ President, most recently
served as provost of Haverford College.
Students, faculty, staff, alumni, members
of the larger academic community and the
larger Lewiston-Auburn community battled
a driving rain to Margaret Hopkins Merrill
Gymnasium to watch first hand as Hansen
officially accepted stewardship of the
College. Hansen’s inaugural address, enti¬
tled “The Place of Possibility,” touched on
many topics from access to higher educa¬
tion to the need for unstructured time in the
life of those who contribute to Bates.
“I am honored by your trust,” Hansen
began. “Rituals mark moments of transi¬
tion, of change and uncertainty. ...We alle¬
viate our fears about the uncertainties of
going forward - uncertainties symbolized
by the new president, even felt by the new
president - with retrospective gestures
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President Elaine Tuttle Hansen stands at her inauguration, adorned with
the symbols of her office — the presidential collar and the record book.
Hansen was inaugurated as Bates’ seventh President this past Saturday.
implying that the wisdom of the past will
guide our choices.” Hansen also acknowl¬
edged that the ritual of inauguration was an
important opportunity for the College to
collectively express its “hopes and aspira¬
tions...desire for change and our will to
improve.”
Hansen said Bates has always been a
place of possibility “because our purview is
education. ...This is the promise of the
College to each incoming student: you will

be changed by Bates forever.” She chal¬
lenged any member of the audience to find
a current or former student for whom Bates
has not made a difference. Similarly, she
indicated that it would be equally difficult
to find a Batesie who is not making or will
not make a difference to the world.
“Today we manifest the historic commit¬
tee Inauguration, p. 8

United They Walked
by KATIE BURKE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Over the past three weeks, tensions among
residents of Lewiston-Auburn have escalated
considerably. On October 1st, Lewiston
Mayor Laurier Raymond issued an open letter
to Somali immigrants residing in Lewiston,
asking them to “pass the word” to their Somali

counterparts nationwide that the city is
“maxed-out financially, physically and emo¬
tionally.” Following national attention to his
letter and ensuing violence between Somali
and white residents, the Somali community
issued a letter of response on October 6th, stat¬
ing that Raymond’s letter was “inflammatory
and disturbing” and a means through which to
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Two local youths show support for the partnership between Somali residents
and Lewiston-Auburn residents at a friendship walk on October 14th.

incite “violence against (So.mali) people phys¬
ically, verbally, and emotionally.” Both letters
caused considerable community controversy,
provoking protests, physical disputes, outraged
opinions on both sides of the issue in the Sun
Journal, and extensive national coverage of the
issue by major news networks. Yet one of the
most thought-provoking and unifying events of
the week was not organized by a major non¬
profit or government organization, nor was it
facilitated by well-known politicians and com¬
munity officials. Instead, the impetus for this
event came from local children who met over
the summer at church gatherings, who asked
that a walk be assembled in solidarity with
their respective churches to promote peace
within the community and throughout the
world. The walk, held on Sunday, October
13 th, brought people from all facets of com¬
munity life, as well as from all comers of
Maine to Lewiston to celebrate tolerance and
understanding.
Three of the young women who helped facil¬
itate the walk were Hanan Ahmed, Hafsa
Hassan and Esther Schlotterbeck. Ahmed and
Hassan, who attend Montello School and
Lewiston Middle School respectively, are
members of Masjid al-Nur, the mosque in
downtown Lewiston, while Schlotterbeck is a
parishioner at Calvary United Methodist
Church. They met during the July gatherings
facilitated by the religious groups this summer
to “play together” and “learn about each
other’s faiths” and have remained friends ever
since. They echoed in unison that the impor¬
tance of the walk was in “getting people
See Walk, p. 9

A wet, cold, and dejected Aaron Stepka hung
his head as he walked off of Garcelon Field.
Stepka, only a sophomore, entered
Saturday’s Bates-Colby football game ranked
seventh amongst all mnning backs in Div. III.
Despite a 230-yard rushing performance and
NESCAC Player of the Week honors, the
workhorse among the Mules couldn’t take
down the Bobcats.
Colby came to Lewiston with a record of 23 to face a winless Bates Squad. The Mules
also entered Saturday’s game having beaten the
Bobcats , in their previous two meetings, win¬
ning two straight CBB titles in the process.
You can recite plenty of statistics, figures,
and rankings. The fact is that when it comes to
a rivalry like the one between the Bates and
Colby, records don’t mean a thing. They’re just
numbers. The 105th meeting between the
Bobcats and the Mules on the gridiron was a
perfect example of that, as the Bobcats defeat¬
ed the Mules 19-14.
At the same time, Bates took one step closer
to winning its second CBB title in the past four
seasons.
At the beginning of the week, Bobcat head
coach Mark Harriman told his team that
Saturday’s contest marked the start of a new
season with the CBB Championship now on
the line. Apparently, the team took those words
to heart and started anew.
The contest started out like any classic rival¬
ry, as the two teams come out with emotions
running high, attempting to establish physical
dominance over each other early on.
Colby defensive back Brandon Irwin inter¬
cepted a pass by quarterback Kane Jankoski on
the opening drive of the game, as Colby start¬
ed its first drive of the day on the Bates 31-yard
line. The Bates defense answered the call,
however, and forced a punt.
With just over one minute played in the sec¬
ond quarter, Stepka broke through the line of
scrimmage and scampered 13 yards scamper to
put the Mules up 7-0. The touchdown run
capped off an eight-play, 90-yard drive for
Colby.
See Football, p. 18

This Week Inside The Bates Student

Spiking Life
Senior volleyball captain Katie Burke
scores both on and off the court. By Mike
Lopez. Sports, back page.

Can I Go To “The Red
Address?”
Sex, murder and business...with a twist.
By Tara DeVito. Arts, 12.

The Return of the Money
Why we should keep religion out of
schools. By Jenifer Lee. Forum, 5.

War and Civil Rights
Howard Zinn speaks at Bates. By David
E. Weliver. News, 7.
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Forum__
Beginning To
Understand One Another
Earlier in October, Lewiston mayor Laurier Raymond issued a
fateful open letter to leaders of the Somalian community in
Lewiston and nationwide, urging them to “exercise discipline” in
their migration into the city. Implicit in this statement-is the
charge that the massive Somalian influx into Lewiston is the
cause of stress and strife, both in social and financial respects.
Nearly immediately, public outcry was heard from both Somalian
leaders, members of the Somalian community and the Bates
College campus, calling Mayor Raymond a bigot, among other
things. In actuality, Raymond was scheduled to speak at the
Inauguration of President Elaine Tuttle Hansen, but was later qui¬
etly cut from speaking, presumably due to the risk of controver¬
sy at the event.
Obviously, Raymond is not a racist. If he is a racist, then much
of the Lewiston-Auburn community, specifically the blue-collar
areas, are racist as well. His remarks, as inflammatory as they
are, and as insensitive as they are, are a very real reflection of the
hard times that our city has fallen upon.
Recently, Time magazine ran a feature story (10/21) on
Raymond’s letter, describing Lewiston as “a declining former
mill town,” and quotes working class resident Linda Hubbard as
saying, “I don’t know what kinds of grants the Somalis are get¬
ting, but they seem to be at the top of the list. A lot of us are just
getting by.” In this sense, the decline of the Lewiston economy
and resulting social strife can explain the frustration of Raymond
and citizens like Hubbard toward the Somalian population. It
does not, however, condone them.
The fact that these frustrations exist is precisely the reason that
emigration to Lewiston-Auburn by Somalians (indeed by any
race or ethnicity or gender) must not be stopped.
At its most basic level, such an attempt is against the very nature
of American democracy, and sets a very dangerous precedent for
the Twin Cities. But also, it may be the only way that this com¬
munity learns to accept other cultures, instead of targeting them.
This is a hell that Lewiston-Auburn must face.
Just look at the various violent outbreaks between Somalians and
Lewiston residents. For example, students at Lewiston High
School believed that Somalian youths were washing their feet in
the school water fountain before praying. Fights broke out. Such
ignorance is not racism, but a basic lack of understanding
between the two groups. Such ignorance can only be solved by
integration between Lewiston-Auburn residents and groups like
the Somalians. Eventually, both will begin to understand one
another, and will even learn to coexist. It will be painful, but it
must happen.
Economic concerns, such as drains on resources due to
increased welfare support can be solved by means outside of pre¬
venting emigration of Somalians. The welfare system in
Lewiston has needed changes for some time, and stopping the
influx of Somalians will only take the spotlight away from that
need. Logic says that for every Somalian citizen that goes on
welfare in Lewiston-Auburn, there is very likely a white or Black
or Hispanic resident who does too. Reform is needed to aid each
of these groups; curbing immigration will only hurt them all in
the long run, because it will not fix welfare and the economic
downturn of the area.
It is foolish to blame the Somalian immigrants for the problems
of Lewiston-Auburn. One can understand why such feelings
exist, but preventing them from joining us here would only hurt
the population.
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Editor’s Column

A Welcome, And A Challenge
To be frank, I was impressed by the student
turnout at Saturday’s inaugural ceremony.
Let’s face it, 10:30 a.m. is brutally early in
the student circadian rhythm - and the fact it
was a rainy Saturday only compounded the
historic event’s bad timing. When I slid
through the door just after the faculty proces¬
sional, however, I was blown away - the
bleachers were teeming with students! Most
of them had even arrived long before I.
But what does it mean that roughly half of
the student body took an hour out of their
weekend for what some would consider yet
another collection of hokey “pat ourselves on
the back” speeches? (Although this weekend
the speeches were refreshingly honest), Does
it mean that students are genuinely enthralled
with the notion of being a part of Bates histo¬
ry? That we all wanted to lend our support to
our new president? Did they have to be
there? Perhaps. My guess, however, is that
most did not come out of passion, loyalty, or
commitment, but out of curiosity.
Obviously, we were curious to see what an
event that only occurs on average every 21
years would be like. We were curious to see
the faces of the illustrious trustees and gener¬
ous alumni who make our education possible.
We were curious about what would be inside
that beautiful tent behind the library (most of
us never found out). But most of all, I think,
we were curious to catch another glimpse of
our new president.
Elaine Tuttle Hansen has only been with us
since June, and has only had two short
months with students. We saw her at
Convocation, seniors heard her speak briefly
at our class dinner, and then again we met last
week - both during the ceremony and at a
“meet and greet” dessert Thursday night.
Clearly, our exposure to President Hansen has
been modest, and for many, she still reins
mysteriously.
Who is Elaine Tuttle Hansen, and what
does she stand for? In the wake of the glitzy
Inaugural Ball, student whispers are growing

into a unified tremor of doubt shimmering
across the quad: “Does this mean there’s no
Gala?” The Gala was a Don Harward inven¬
tion, but it became an annual tradition that
will likely punctuate most Batesies’ college
memories. Will Hansen continue the tradi¬
tion, dismiss the event as a costly trifle, or
come up with an alternative better capturing
her personality? All are viable options that
students should respect, but each might send
different messages.
While the fate of the Gala keeps us in sus¬
pense, it’s smaller tokens that keep students
wondering about Hansen. Will she greet me
with a smile on the quad? Will I bump into
her in Commons? Would she answer a small
email if I sent it? Hansen’s speeches can be
extraordinary and her poise flawless (as they
were on Saturday), but students will judge
our new president on genuine acts of leader¬
ship and humanity, however small they may
seem.
Students don’t see the “important” work
our presidents do - allocating unheard of
amounts of money to keep the institution run¬
ning, developing crucial relationships with
successful alumni, and continually building
upon Bates’ reputation in the community, the
academy and the world. The trivial things we
notice, however, shape our collective opinion
of the president (and, as the president is the
College’s most prominent figurehead, the
entire administration).
Elaine Hansen is not Don Harward, and in
order to keep Bates dynamic and progressive,
the difference is a good one. Hansen should
not try to imitate her predecessor’s relation¬
ship with students, but I hope she realizes
what an important part of her job students are.
After all, student sentiment towards Bates and in a particular, those at the helm - will
shape our lifelong feelings about our alma
mater. The best thing a president can do for
the long-term good of Bates is build strong
ties with current students, as classes of happy
Bobcats will surely make the job of future
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Letters

John Galt Press
Treatment of Letter to the
Editor Lacks Integrity
To the Editor:

environment, health care reform, minimum
and living wages, and civil rights. Better a
paid intern for the Democratic Party than an
unpaid hack for the Republicans.
As the sun sets on Stavros Mendros’ polit¬
ical career, it is unfortunate that he has cho¬
sen to go out with a personal political attack
against a Bates student. Mendros’ career has
been marked by passion and vigor on his part
when it comes to pushing for the issues and
ideas he cares about. Whether or not I agreed
with him, I admired his commitment to pub¬
lic service. Up until now, he took the heat
that came with being in the public eye with a
unique style

As this letter is in reply to writings in the
John Galt Press, I at first thought it would be
-Dominick Pangallo ‘03
appropriate to reply in that newsletter.
However, after discovering that the editorial
board of the Press is unable to accept letters
without running editorial commentary in
response in the same issue (a shameful tactic
that discourages an open forum for debate
and criticism), I felt it would be best to reply
via the impartial and established newspaper
of the College, The Bates Student. Rather
than beat the dead horse of the parking issue, [
which the John Galt Press and its puppeteers,
the Brian O’Doherty campaign, have
To the Editor:
attempted to use for their own partisan polit¬
ical advantage, and rather than explore the
Next Tuesday, November 5, 2002, voters
partisan affiliations of our own political sci¬
across the country will head to the polls to
ence department and the Press’ obsession
decide who will fight to protect the planet. At
Bates over the last few weeks the
Environmental Coalition and EnviroCitizen,
a national non-partisan organization, have
teamed up to register voters, educate them on
the election and now will work to get out the
vote.
The election next week may be for many
about war, the economy, and healthcare, but
for many others it will be about protecting the
environment and especially about issues on
energy and global warming. That is because
Congress still has to vote on the energy bill
when it comes out of conference committee.
This energy bill could include drilling in the
Arctic and further loopholes when it comes to
the fuel economy of light trucks. Candidates
must know that their constituents care about
a sustainable energy policy and the real threat
of global warming.
A poll conducted this month by the
Mellman Group for the Maine Conservation
Voters Education Fund and the National
League of Conservation Voters found that
75% of people in Maine agreed that you can
have a clean environment and a healthy econ¬
omy. Seventy-six percent agreed that air and
water pollution caused asthma, other respira¬
tory problems and cancer. While this poll
shows that people in Maine care about the
with them, I feel it is best for me instead to
environment another poll by the Sierra Club
stick up for myself here.
showed that people that care about the enviIn this week’s issue of the John Galt Press,
former state representative and failed
Republican congressional candidate Stavros
Mendros decided that rather than attack the
ideas I propose, it would be best to attack me.
Referring to me by name, Mendros points out
that my brother and I write “hatchet job”
columns, that I am “on the payroll of the
Maine Democratic Party,” and that I have
“sold [my] personal credibility in order to
advance [my] personal political agenda.” I
cannot let this heinous personal attack go
unanswered. I happen to hold my credibility
in high esteem and do not consider myself a
party hack. Those who know me personally
know I hold my independence in high regard,
and, if “character” is measured by one's abil¬
ity to support Republicans and Democrats as
Mendros believes it to be, he should know
that I got my start in politics working for
ronment are more likely to turn out to vote on
Republican John McCain’s presidential cam¬
November 5.
paign in New Hampshire and Maine.
The concern about global warming and
Mendros’ charge that I am a paid employee
energy policy can be seen at Bates. A few
of the Maine Democratic Party is laughable.
weeks ago students outside of commons
I interned for the Maine Democratic Party
called the Environmental Protection Agency
this past summer, for which I received a
to urge them add global warming causing
small stipend that helped me afford to live
gases to the national air pollution report.
outside of Portland for the summer. If
Over 60 calls were made from Bates and their
Mendros has nothing better to do than comb
offices got the point that they had to shut
through FEC reports trying to find dirt on me
down their phones.
and my brother than I pity him. The stipend
Also, students from the Environmental
ended at the end of August, so I am hardly a
Coalition distributed compact florescent light
paid employee of the Party now. I continue
bulbs last week. Hundreds of light bulbs were
to volunteer my time for the Democratic
distributed and students have said their
Party’s coordinated campaign because I hap¬
rooms look a lot brighter. The future of our
pen to believe that the Democrats have the
environment also looks brighter as the new
right ideas on issues I care about, like the
light bulbs use a third as much energy as reg¬

Voting Green on
November 5th - Get Out
the Vote

...Stavros Mendros
decided that rather than
attack the ideas I propose,
it would be best to attack
me. Referring to me by
name, Mendros points out
that my brother and I
write “hatchet job”
columns, that I am “on
the payroll of the Maine
Democratic Party,” and
that I have “sold [my]
personal credibility in
order to advance [my]
personal political agen¬
da”

The election next week
may be for many about
war, the economy, and
healthcare, but for many
others it will be about
protecting the environ¬
ment and especially about
issues on energy and
global warming.

gram aspiring towards respectability.
Further discontent can be voiced regard¬
ing the all-too-patent redundancy of men¬
tioning “women” in addition to “gender” in
this title. From this one may infer either that
women stand outside gender classification,
or that men are decidedly unworthy of sus¬
tained academic inquiry.
I look forward to seeing this more than
awkward state of affairs corrected.

ular bulbs. They also last about ten times
longer.
Starting Thursday in Chase Hall outside of
Commons, students from the Environmental
Coalition will be educating students in an
effort to get students to vote on November 5.
Tables will have information on candidates
and where they stand on environmental
issues and information on rides to City Hall
to register and information on how to get to
the polling place for the Bates Campus, the
Lewiston Armory.
This year, think big, think environment,
and vote. On Election Day everyone has a
voice. Stop by the table in commons and
learn about the candidates and how the elec¬
tion affects you and the environment.
Here are some Global Warming Facts from
www.mlcv.org:
October 2001 was the warmest October on
record in Maine.
•
The date of ice out on Moosehead Lake has
been reported since 1848. Trends indicate
that it is melting at increasingly earlier dates,
suggesting milder winters and earlier spring
conditions.
People in Maine drive more than the aver¬
age American, and almost twice as much as
the average New Englander. Per capita emis¬
sions of carbon dioxide in Maine are 7.4 tons
per person, higher than the national average
of 7.0 tons per person.
The average temperature in Lewiston has
increased 3.4 degrees over the past century.

Martins Masulis ‘03

Civil Liberties Harmed
by “No Pre-Season
Practice” Rule
To the Editor:
Last weekend I had the honor and pleasure
or participating in the annual Maine Open
Squash Tournament, which was held at
Bowdoin College. The tournament was a fun
one, with players representing a broad spec¬
trum of locales and ages, including college
players to others well over sixty.
Unfortunately the experience was somewhat
diminished for me and for others by the
absence of any players from Bates.
Apparently the members of the Bates squash
team who had signed up for the tournament
had been compelled by their coach or the
Bates athletic director to withdraw. Somehow
the tournament was regarded as preseason
practice, which is now banned by Bates and
other colleges in its conference. Regardless
of the merits, or lack thereof, of such a poli¬
cy, I would suggest that participation in this
tournament should not have been affected by
such a policy. This tournament was an indi¬
vidual tournament, not a team event. Though
some of the players happened to be members
of college squash teams, others, like me,
were much older. To ban members of the
Bates squash team from playing in this indi¬
vidual tournament was to restrict their free¬
dom to engage in a legal activity in their
spare time. While such a restriction may
seem trivial to some, restricting personal lib¬
erty is a slippery slope — one that I would
expect the enlightened administration of a
liberal arts institution to avoid. I hope that by
next year’s tournament this misguided policy

- Samuel Goldman ‘03

Title of Women and
Gender Studies
Department Flawed
To the Editor:
It is for some time now that Bates’
Women’s Studies program has been
renamed Women and Gender Studies. The
contents and nature of the said program may
have been clarified thanks to the change;
however, grammatically, the title makes no
sense. One would at least wish for Women’s
and Gender Studies. Insignificant as this
observation may be, such slovenliness is
somewhat embarrassing for a young pro¬

BATES RATES
Football’s 19-14 victory over Colby on
Alumni Weekend

/j S

You have to hand it to them,
they certainly picked the right
weekend to call down the Hand
of God to win a game.

Ridiculously low network speeds on cam¬
pus

J

Five percent of the campus
using 95% of our bandwidth?!
Dammit, get your pom the oldfashioned way! At 7-11!

Alumni Weekend

^y

A great weekend for students to
connect with Bates’ past. And
to watch a bunch of old people
get drank.

Daylight Savings
Time

I
*
^

You have to wonder about the
guy who made this up. Thanks
pal, it’s already 32 degrees at
4:30 here, let’s make it dark too.

^
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will have been rethought to allow students at
Bates, whether they are members of athletic
teams or not, to participate freely, just like
the rest of us.

when you graduate, the status of women’s rights
workers’ rights and civil rights, the integrity of
our system of capitalism, and the future we’re
building for today’s seniors and tomorrow’s
workers.
Benjamin H. Walker, Jr., MD
Some of you are helping to meet these chal¬
Portsmouth, Rhode Island
lenges already, by volunteering your time, by
organizing campus events or by mentoring
neighborhood children. For all that you do, howj ever, there is one simple activity that can influs ence everything else. You can exercise your
vote.
I was first elected to Congress by 14 votes out
of a quarter of a million votes cast, so I know in
a very personal way how much every vote
In 1968,1 sat in a car with three friends and
counts. In the 2000 presidential race, the whole
drove for hours to hear Robert Kennedy speak.
country learned how breathtakingly important
We had no air conditioning, our quarters were
just a few votes can be. And this year, your vote
cramped, and we were running late, with no time
could be the one that tips the balance of power in
to stretch our legs.
Congress and defines the direction of our nation¬
On the drive back not one of us doubted that
al policy agenda.
the trip had been worth every mile of discomfort.
I would argue that, during the past year,
That speech, and others like it, helped clarify the
challenges that faced my country and my gener¬
ation, and helped convince me that I could make
a difference. The course that had been plotted
with John F. Kennedy’s election had finally led
me, and many other members of my generation,
to the realization that we ad to take an active role
in addressing the problems of our world.
I believe that your generation’s mission came
into greater focus on September 11th, 2001. The
events of that tragic day shocked and horrified us
all, causing an entire nation to wonder how this
could have happened, and what we could do to
help in its aftermath. September 11th also gave
a new generation cause to wonder what differ¬
Democrats have used our majority in the Senate
ences they could make in the future of our coun¬
to enact positive change, and to keep inadequate
try and our world.
and even harmful legislation from slowing our
The unity and sense of common purpose that
national progress. We have passed tough
swept the country created an opportunity to
accounting reform to guarantee accountability in
our nation’s largest corporations. We have also
enacted real election reform, passed a bill that
invests in renewable sources of energy, and made
real progress on lowering the cost of prescription
drags.
We have also prevented drilling in the protect¬
ed Alaskan wilderness, and blocked a policy that
would prevent students who have several student
loans from consolidating them into one loan with
fixed interest rates, effectively increasing the cost
of college - and therefore the cost of college - for
the very students who are having a hard time
affording it to begin with.
There are real differences to deciding in this
election, and the real differences between the
candidates. More than ever, what course we
choose will make a difference - to you, your
fives, and your future. So I urge you to get
involved in this year’s elections, regardless of
your party preference. One place you can start is
by going to my political website, www.dashstrengthen our nation in every sense of the word
pac.com, and clicking on the “Including YOUth”
by working together to promote real, positive
section.
change. If the only lasting change in our behav¬
In 1787, near the end of the Constitutional
ior is our willingness to arrive at the airport ear¬
lier, than we have failed to seize that opportuni- j Convention, Benjamin Franklin was approached
by a woman who asked him, “Dr. Franklin, what
tyhave you given us?”
Every elected official, Democrat and
“A republic,” he replied, “if you can keep it”
Republican, understands that the safety and secu¬
Now it is your time to not only keep our repub¬
rity of the American people is our first responsi¬
lic but to strengthen it. Now is your time to
bility. Democrats, however, also understand that
the challenges we face go beyond national secu- j shape America to your ideals, and that work
begins at the ballot box.
rity and homeland security. They involve the
protection of the quality of our air and water, help
- Tom Daschle, U.S. Senator, South Dakota (D)
in affording college tuition, the type of jobs and

Students: Exercise Your
Right to Vote

Every elected official,
Democrat and
Republican, understands
that the safety and securi¬
ty of the American people
is our first responsibility.

I believe that your genera¬
tion’s mission came into
greater focus on
September 11th, 2001.
The events of that tragic
day shocked and horrified
us all, causing an entire
nation to wonder how this
could have happened,
and what we could do to
help in its aftermath.

Smokev Room Talk

Is Susan Collins a Moderate?
We Don’t Think So
by DOMINICK PANGALLO and
MATTEO PANGALLO
OPINION COLUMNISTS

really afford to give up $62 million so
readily? Susan Collins seems to think so.
Susan Collins has accepted nearly
$100,000 in campaign contributions this
This past week, Bates students who are
election year from insurance interests.
registered to vote here in Maine got a
This isn’t surprising when one considers
lovely little mailer from the Susan Collins
how friendly she has been to their objec¬
for Senate campaign. The glossy pictures
tives in the Senate: she has voted on five
and vacuous text were meant to sell
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Susan
Susan
Collins
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Collins
seems
to
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think so.
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to
,
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President
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$70,000 in campaign
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contnbutIons from
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federal portion of
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special
education
Ttiahta
lobbyists, including
j-XigiLLH.... PhRMA President
under the Individuals
with
Disabilities _—_Alan Holmer, who is
Education Act before
leading
the
fight
implementing the tax
against the Maine Rx
cut for the top income bracket [S. Amend.
program in court. Collins is obviously
684 to H.R. 1836 5/17/01 vote #130],
being rewarded for voting against adding
This cost Maine $62.1 in additional fund¬
a prescription drug benefit under
ing for special education and meant prop¬
Medicare nine times. It has only been in
erty taxes had to go up to make up the dif¬
ference. At a time when the state is facing
see Collins on p. 6
a $900 million budget shortfall, can we
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Keep Religion Out of Schools
The Battle Between Evolution and Creationism, Resolved
by JENNIFER LEE
OPINION COLUMNIST
About a month ago, the Cobb County
Board of Education situated in Atlanta,
Georgia, decided to allow teachers in pub¬
lic schools to explain and introduce cre¬
ationism to their students while teaching
evolution. Creationism is basically the idea
that the complexity of all living things is
not possible through the explanations of
natural selection and variation. The solu¬
tion to this predicament? The existence of
an intelligent, supreme being - a creator, if
you will, of heaven and earth.
Can you imagine sitting in science class,
learning about creationism, a religious
idea? How does creationism fit in the nifty
world of science? How does an idea based
on faith have any connection with a subject
that often demands proof and requires the
understanding of other things such as the
scientific method?

Can you imagine sitting
in science class, learning
about creationism, a reli¬
gious idea ? How does cre¬
ationism fit in the nifty
world of science? How
does an idea based on
faith have any connection
with a subject that often
demands proof and
requires the understand¬
ing of other things such
as the scientific method?
To make sense out of all this, maybe an
explanation of the development of evolu¬
tionary theory and conflict between cre¬
ationists and evolutionists will help the
understanding process go a little easier.
The theory of evolution states that “life
derived from previous life forms and dif¬
ferences between one plant and animal
species to another results from genetic and
physical modifications in successive gen¬
erations.” This idea did not originate from
Darwin, however. In fact, many European
scientists and philosophers speculated this
might be the case during the 18th and 19th
century. It wasn’t until 1859 that Darwin
made the breakthrough claim of natural
selection or the idea of “survival of the
fittest.” Darwin incorporated his new idea
with evolutionary theory by adding that the

ied and backed up by all types of evidence | crap and teach evolution. Not that I think
creationism is crap; I just find it to be an
ranging from molecular to ecological evi¬
irrelevant piece of information being
dence. Since these two ideas deal with dif¬
taught to children in school. Leave the
ferent acceptance methods, I don’t see how
religious aspects to be taught at home and
both materials.can be presented fairly or in
religious institutions. There are way too
an impartial manner by a teacher.
Anti-evolutionists say they want ere- j many complications involved and it is an
unnecessary part of school education. For
ationism to be taught with evolution so stu¬
dents can critically analyze both ideas and j goodness sake, if you’re a parent and want
challenge themselves more, but I don’t j your kids to learn the story of Christian
creation, go and buy them a Bible (you can
understand how this can be done when
even get them for free if you look in the
these two ideas are founded from two com¬
right places), send them to a religious pri¬
pletely different schools of thought. How
vate school or just send them to church.
do you analyze an idea with millions of
For goodness sake, leave religion out of
years of evidence to an idea based on mere
science.
faith? There’s no way anyone can scientif¬
ically analyze a creationist idea-unless a
Bible is pulled into the picture, but we

surviving characteristics were passed on to
the next generation, increasing their
chances of survival.
The first time science and religion were
pitted against each other in the American
legal system was in 1925, when a biology
substitute teacher, John Scopes, went
against Tennessee law and taught evolu¬
tion, a “theory that denies the story of
divine creation of man as taught in the
Bible.” Although Scopes lost the case, this
is one of the first times modern and tradi¬
tional values clash on legal terms.
The Supreme Court does not get
involved with this issue until 1968 in the
case
of Epperson
vs.
Arkansas.
Creationists claimed that since creationism
and evolution involved a degree of faith,
they were both religions. They also
claimed that creationism was a biological
and scientific study like evolution. The
Court allowed the teaching of evolution,
but not creationism because it went against
the establishment clause (which implies
separation of church and state) of the First
Amendment. The Supreme Court also
ruled in the 1987 case of Edwards vs.
Aguilar that teaching evolution and cre¬
ationism was unconstitutional due to the
establishment clause.
By no means has this debate subsided as
evidenced by the 1999 decision by the
Kansas Board of Education to remove evo¬
lution from annual standardized tests taken
there or by the state-mandated disclaimer
don’t want to go there, right? I don’t want
on textbooks in Alabama that emphasizes
to imagine the chaos and confusion that
the fact that evolution is only a theory
might occur once public schools announce
believed by some scientists.
a Bible should become part of a science
Anti-evolutionists blame evolutionary
curriculum.
theory for creating social Darwinism
Besides, if creationist and evolutionist
which is often seen as an idea fueling
ideas were analyzed with each other, I’m
many imperialist or racist beliefs and even
pretty sure the evolutionary ideas would
such doctrines as Nazism and eugenics.
always find more favor because of the
Since the theory of evolution is treated as a
existence of its evidentiary support, there¬
fact by many scientists, creationists also
by succeeding in only weakening creation¬
wish schools would refrain from teaching
ism. Now I’m sure that’s not what the cre¬
evolution as the only possible explanation
ationists had in mind.
for the development of living organisms. ]
We also can’t forget the fact that
Evolutionists say creationism has no place
Christianity is not the only religious erein scientific education because its founda¬
ation story in existence. If we accept the
tions are based on religion and not science.
study of the Christian creation story in sciI see the advantages of teaching cre¬
ence, what is there to stop us from studyationism along with evolution, but I ques¬
ing the creation stories of every possible
tion the logic behind this. There is no way
religion known to man? That’s only fair
creationism and the theory of evolution { because of the establishment clause, right?
can be put under one and the same catego- I Is it really necessary to go and write a
ry. Both cannot be a science a religion at
state-mandated claim on science textbooks
the same time. Simple as that. Evolution is
stating that evolution is just a theory? Why
based on years of observation and accumu¬
don’t we just leave that to the students to
lation of evidence while creationism is
based on absolute faith. Faith and evidence
are two completely different things!
Acceptance of creationism only requires
the individual acceptance of events and no
evidentiary support. A biology course
always deals with information that is stud-

Digitz ...

I see the advantages of
teaching creationism
along with evolution, but
I question the logic
behind this. There is no
way creationism and the
theory of evolution can be
put under one and the
same category. Both can¬
not be a science a religion
at the same time. Simple
as that.
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There’s no way anyone
can scientifically ana¬
lyze a creationist ideaunless a Bible is pulled
into the picture, but we
don’t want to go there,
right? I don’t want to
imagine the chaos and
confusion that might
occur once public
schools announce a
Bible should become
part of a science cur¬
riculum.

decide? Do the states really have to decide
for the students what they consider to be
fact or theory? Don’t the students have the
right to make their own choice on this mat¬
ter?
In other words, we should just cut the
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Muhammad and John
Lee Malvo
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Number of countries
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Song” holds the No. 1
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Collins, from p. 4
the last few months, after Collins realized
that prescription drugs were going to be a
hot issue this election year, that she voted
for a watered down version, which didn’t
even extend coverage to most of Maine’s
middle-class seniors. Is this looking out
for the health and well-being of Maine’s
seniors? Susan Collins seems to think so.

Collins refused to recuse
herself from her position
as the ranking
Republican on the
Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations during
the Enron and Arthur
Andersen investigations,
even though she received
campaign contributions
from Andersen.

Collins refused to recuse herself from
her position as the ranking Republican on
the
Permanent
Subcommittee
on
Investigations during the Enron and
Arthur Andersen investigations, even
though she received campaign contribu¬
tions from Andersen. It was not that sur¬
prising, then, when she voted along
straight party lines to oppose issuing sub¬
poenas to White House staff in connection
with the investigation. Last March,
Collins voted against S.1992, a bill that

would have reformed the pension system only ranks her at 33%. The AFL-CIO has
to protect workers, like those who lost ranked her 0%, as have the International
everything at Enron. Is this protecting the Association of Fire Fighters. Is this
livelihoods of Maine employees? Susan “moderate leadership”? Susan Collins
Collins seems to think so.
seems to think so.
Susan Collins has been joined on the
If we look at an objective political scicampaign trail by such wonderfully “mod¬
erate” politicians as President George W.
Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney, and
White House Chief of Staff Andy Card. In
her mailer to Batesies, Collins touts her
“independent leadership” and surrounds
herself with endorsements and pictures of
a terrifically bipartisan group
Republican George W. Bush, Republican
George H.W. Bush, Republican John
McCain, Republican William Cohen,
Republican Olympia Snowe,
and
Republican Rudy Giuliani - Republicans
all. Is this bipartisanship? Susan Collins
seems to think so.
In the last year, Collins has voted the
preferred position of the American Civil
Liberties Union only 25% of the time.
Over the course of her career, she has
voted the preferred position of the Gay
Rights Information Association only 40%
of the time. The NAACP and National
Hispanic Leadership Agenda have rated
her 45% and 36% respectively. On the
other hand, the John Birch Society found
she voted their preferred position threequarters of the time. The American ence rating, the “NOMINATE” score, cal¬
Conservative Union found a similar total, culated by placing every legislator in rela¬
as did the Republican Liberty Caucus. tion to each other in the Senate in a given
She has voted the preferred positions of year, we see that Collins ranks more con¬
Peace Action and the Council for a servative than her Republican colleague
Livable World less than 15% of the time, from Maine, Olympia Snowe, for every
the League of Conservation Voters 38% of year there is a score.
Quotes in her mailer from the Executive
the time, and the American Lands Alliance
0%. The Children’s Defense Fund ranks Director of U.S. Public Interest Research
her at 45% and National Farmers Union i and the Executive Director and a Board
gives her a similar 42%. Despite her Member of the AARP are misleading in
assertion that she is a “Home Care Hero”, j that they make us think Collins is
the American Public Health Association endorsed by both of these organizations,

In her mailer to
Batesies, Collins touts
her “independent leader¬
ship” and surrounds
herself with endorse¬
ments and pictures of a
terrifically bipartisan
group - Republican
George W. Bush,
Republican George H.W.
Bush ... Republican
Rudy Giuliani Republicans all. Is this
bipartisanship ?

when, in fact, both are nonpartisan and do
not make endorsements.
Batesies are intelligent enough to see
through this ruse, Senator Collins. Don’t
try to sell us on how moderate you are,
when you have a record as shamefully
conservative as yours. Why not be forth¬
right with us? Is this how you want to be
elected? Is this how any person - whether
running for U.S Senate all the way down
to State Representative - should be elect¬
ed? By misrepresenting themselves?
Susan Collins seems to think so.
Listen to the Smokey Room Talk Show
every Monday from 4:00pm to 6:00pm on
WRBC, 91.5FM.
Smokey Room Talk - Listen and Be
Heard.

The Forum section is
looking for a few good
ideas!
Any recommendations for
things you '//like to see in
Forum?
Email rfallon@bates.edu
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Renowned Civil Rights Activist Packs
Chapel, Calls For “Regime Change”
by DAVID WELIVER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Speaking against war with Iraq, leftist his¬
torian and Boston University Professor
Howard Zinn drew record crowds to the
Bates College Chapel on Monday, October
14th.
Introduced by Bates History Professor
Hilmar Jensen as “one of the most influential
social historians of our time,” Zinn is the
author of A People's History of the United
States and is a frequent contributor to nation¬
al political debates.
Enchanted by Zinn’s message of peace,
more than 600 students and citizens — some
from as far as Portsmouth, N.H. — listened
to the 79-year old historian tell stories of
teaching in the South during the Civil Rights
Movement and expert testimony he gave on
behalf of Vietnam protesters.
Using his experience and expertise to tie
history and current events, Zinn compared
the pending war on Iraq to Vietnam and the
two World Wars.
Zinn reminded his audience that when the
government decides upon military action, the
public rarely questions U.S. involvement.
Zinn called this “simple logic - we’re
attacked, and we go to war.” Pausing to
acknowledge that the threat Of terrorism is
real, Zinn urged Americans to seek alterna¬
tives to more violence.
Zinn asked, “is the fact one person is evil
justification for killing ten million?”
In a move he described as “Orwellian,”
Zinn chided the media for helping the gov¬
ernment saturate the public with fear-induc-

ing phrases like “weapons of mass destruc¬
tion,” and “chemical warfare,” thus numbing
a television-dependent nation. He expressed
frustration that more voters don’t read alter¬
native perspectives in publications like The
Nation and The New Republic. Zinn pro¬
posed “a little bit of information and a few
questions lead to second thoughts.”
Furthering his anti-war sentiment, Zinn
cited a letter to the New York Times by
author Kurt Vonnegut on the anniversary of
September 11th which said, to the effect,
“Only one nation has killed thousands with
nuclear weapons.” Zinn demanded to know
why the United States is waging war with a j
country that might have one nuclear weapon j
in a matter of years while America possesses
thousands of nuclear warheads.
In conclusion, Zinn noted that American
military involvement abroad is about regime
changes. From Germany and Japan, South
Korea to Cuba and now Afghanistan, the
United States installs puppet governments to
control its economic interests. Zinn noted
how a war in Iraq is undeniably yet another
Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student
regime change, but suggested the United
Wilson Cruz, a star of the former show on ABC,“My So Called Life,” speaks
States needs a regime change the most.
Coming back full-circle to the Civil Rights
at Bates in honor of National Coming Out Week.
Movement, Zinn said “Democracy only
also taught him “not to care” about what other
by SARAH PARUOLO
came alive when people brought it alive
people thought. Cruz emphasized the impor¬
through unified action. Our job once again is
STAFF WRITER
tance of everyone having a friend like Brian, or
to bring democracy alive.”
A small intimate group of students convened
some kind of support system because some¬
The crowd gave Zinn a standing ovation
in the Keck Classroom of Pettengill on
times there are things that you just can’t handle
and inundated him with questions ranging !
Saturday night October 12*^, to hear celebrity
on your own. Of his own suicide attempt Cruz
from how somebody without a Ph.D. can
Wilson Cruz speak in honor of National
simply said, “No one should be killing them¬
influence others to how one would defend
Coming Out Week. Sponsored by Outfront, his
selves because of who they love.”
civil disobedience in court.
comedic yet heart-wrenching lecture followed
Still not out to his parents Cruz attended
by a question and answer session, proved to be
California State University at San Bernardino
a moving experience for all those present.
where he remembers “taking off the shackles”
Outfront is a Bates organization, comprised of
and finally being able to step into his own. It
hetero-and homosexual members, dedicated to
was at this time that he got called to audition
education and discussion of gay, lesbian,
for My So-Called Life. Cruz was floored by the
Next, Dan Dargon pressed Mr. Veysey to
bisexual and transgender issues, as well as,
honest manner in which his character, Ricky,
explain “how [he] can guarantee the same
support of these members of the student body.
was being portrayed, and that he was being
amount of diversity” as currently sustained
Wilson Cruz, known for portraying Ricky on
portrayed on television at all. The experience
by the RA. Dargon was insistent that “the
My So-Called Life and Angel in RENT on
hit close to home for him. While reading the
student body isn’t diverse, but the clubs are,”
Broadway, began with a beautiful a capella
script “I was a puddle of tears on my bed...I
pointing out that while there is relatively lit¬
rendition of Somewhere Over the Rainbow.
wasn’t as fashionable and I didn’t hang out in
tle political diversity at Bates, the member¬
His talk focused on his own personal experi¬
the girls bathroom,” but besides that he could
ship of the RA consists of representatives
ence coming to terms with his homosexuality,
fully relate to Ricky. After stealing the hearts
from the Democrats, Republicans and the
and bridged to the current situation going on in
of the producers Cruz snagged the role. As
Libertarians. President Veysey seemed to
nearby Westbrook, Maine.
filming went on, his own personal experiences
dodge the question, instead affirming that
Cruz stated that he has made a conscious
became the focus of many of Ricky’s plot lines.
since the student body values diversity, it will
decision to live his life in a certain way, a way
For Cruz, coming out to his mother proved
ensure a diverse membership.
in which he does not feel ashamed or embar¬
easier than coming out to his father. He pro¬
Considerable debate ensued; focusing
rassed of who he is or who he loves. He
crastinated with both for so long that each one,
again on Mr. Barsky’s re-considered recom¬
describes his life as “a constant coming out,”
on their own time, asked him before he could
mendation, the immeasurable importance of
and even though indicated that though it does¬
tell them. His mother asked him while driving
clubs, and various logistical, substantive and
n’t get any easier every time he has to deal with
and in a fit of hysterics almost crashed the car
procedural points raised by Dominick
a personal coming out, each coming out is
into a tree. Although her initial reaction was
Pangallo. Representative Law seemed to
important. Every time that he comes out, he
far from calm, in a few moments she respond¬
sum up the sentiments of the assembly when
makes it just a little bit easier and takes off just
ed with, “Of course I still love you, I thought
he stated, “[President Veysey] hasn’t proven
a little more pressure for the next person who
so, I just wanted to make sure.” Even with this
that this change will do any good.” In the
needs to do it.
victory behind him, Cruz decided it was not
final vote tally, there were only three votes in
The “empowering” experience of coming
quite time to let his father in on the secret.
the affirmative, fifty-three votes in the nega¬
out, however, was not always this way for
Raised in Puerto Rican household, where
tive and five abstentions. Sadly, even the co¬
Cruz, who declares himself the expert on “how
“machismo” dominates, Cruz had often been
sponsor Lori Jessup did not vote for the
not to come out to your parents.” He first came
picked on by his father for his lack of a girl¬
amendment.
out to himself in the bathroom at age thirteen,
friend, disinterest in sports, and attraction to
Yesterday, the assembly debated substan¬
but while he expected the Earth to open up and
the performing arts. It was such criticism that
tially less controversial legislation. Firstly,
swallow him right there, it was at that moment
drove him to his earlier attempt at suicide. It
the RA considered a resolution proposed by
that he finally felt good about himself, relating
was this attitude that Cruz feared in coming out
Ben Prevas that advocated for students who
“for once I was living inside myself.” This was
to his father. On Christmas Day, his father
drop a class after the add period to be allowed
a big first step for Cruz, but the “seemingly
decided it was time to ask his son the question:
to complete a course evaluation normally
insurmountable” pressures did not just disap¬
“You a faggot?” An affirmative response
reserved only for students who complete the
pear. Coming out to his family loomed above
resulted in Cruz getting kicked out of his own
semester. As explained by Mr. Prevas, these
his head, with his lingering thought “being gay
house and being forced to live on the streets of
evaluations are important, since they are
was going to make it difficult for them to love
LA in his car for the next three months.
“considered for...tenure.” Students who
me. »»
It is partially due to the hardships that Cruz
drop the class, Prevas contends, would add
Cruz went on to relay the story of his high
had to face due to his sexuality that has
valuable information.
school support group and how one friend,
prompted him to be an active member of
Class of 2004 At-large Representative Alex
Brian, came to save his life. Brian was the first
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
Strekel began the discussion by voicing his
gay man Cruz met “who had no shame,” and
(NGLTF) as well as the Gay Men’s Health
support for the bill. Mr. Strekel himself urged all of his friends to do the same.
Crisis. Though Cruz has since reconciled with
recently dropped a class, not because of dis¬
Hesitant to befriend Brian, Cruz feared him
his own family, his father reportedly approving
agreements with the professor or because of because he was scared of himself. Brian went
of his work on Broadway by saying “Damn
other negative aspects of the class, but
on to become Cruz’s best friend who not only
because he is a self-proclaimed “economics
saved him from committing suicide when he
See Cruz, p. 10
felt that the pressure was just too much, but
See RA, p. 10

IIA Votes to Maintain Existing Membership;
Approves lievised Budget Committee Guidelines
by ANDREW SIMON
ASSISTANT EDITOR
In the two weekly RA meetings since
October Break the assembly has been hard at
work. Last week, the RA soundly rejected
legislation that called for a sweeping internal
transformation, and this week the member¬
ship approved a modification of existing
Budget Committee guidelines and a resolu¬
tion that intends to challenge the existing sys¬
tem of course evaluations.
In the meeting immediately following
October Break, a revolutionary amendment
penned by President Veysey that would have
transformed the existing membership from
around 90 members to 32 was voted down
after a heated debate that was continued from
the previous meeting. In effect, the amend¬
ment would have eliminated all direct club
and dorm representation on the RA in the
way of a formal representative. Instead,
President Veysey’s bill would have limited
the membership to eight at-large representa¬
tives elected by each graduating class.
Echoing his reasoning from the preceding
meeting, President Veysey maintained that
the smaller number of members would make
the RA a “more of a representative democra¬
cy” by ensuring active participation between
and among the consolidated membership.
According to Mr. Veysey, “communication
between the representatives and the student
body would be increased” by his proposal,
since the student body would be more aware
of exactly who represents their graduating
class.
The membership, however, did not
agree with the President’s contentions. RA
representative Dan Barsky initiated opposi¬
tion to the bill by immediately proposing that
the bill be first considered by the
Constitutional Reform Committee before
being presented to the entire body. Mr.
Barsky ‘stuck with [his] previous conviction’
and attacked the proposal as an “interim gov¬
ernment” which is a “big change in a small
amount of time.”

Actor Wilson Cruz Speaks Of
“Taking Off The Shackles”
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President Hansen Officially Welcomed In Inaugural Ceremony
Inauguration, from p. 1
ment to collective possibility in our efforts
to provide access to education, to hope, to
the dream and reality of self-improvement,
to the broadest range of talented young
people,” she said. The challenge Bates
faces, Hansen said, is to “reformulate the
public value of the kind of education we
offer at the same time that we figure out
how it can be offered more broadly.” The
key, Hansen suggested, is in Bates’ “ability
to articulate, reinvigorate and perpetuate
the place of possibility. ...Most important¬
ly, we will recognize and hold the fine line
between a place of possibility and a place
of entitlement.”
Hansen also spoke of the important rela¬
tionship between an educated individual
and his or her larger community, as well as
the nature of learning at a liberal arts col¬
lege. “The individual and the social are not
separate, but interdependent spheres...the
fully developed self is therefore not con¬
structed or experienced in one’s own room,
apart from the various, sometimes overlap¬
ping, sometimes divided social groups in
which we live.” She articulated the idea
that learning “is a necessity of life,” and “a
fundamental, defining human need, and
therefore an end in itself.” She asserted
that Bates will continue to argue for the
importance of “experimentation and cre¬
ativity [and will] encourage...risk tak¬
ing...room for both disagreement and mis¬
takes within a certain zone of temporary
safety.” She said Bates will provide “space
and experience for new generations of
leaders and citizens to emerge...who know
how to listen and to learn from those with
whom they do not agree and those who do
not share their privileges.”
Hansen chose to close her remarks by
talking about the obstacle of time. “We

admit only the most over-scheduled chil¬
here once more. Hansen reminded, through
dren, and we boast of how many sports they
Chase’s words, “Valuable things require
play, how many clubs they organize, how
fine scales, and the most valuable things
many hours of volunteer service they pro¬
cannot be weighed at all.”
vide.” She also spoke of the rising stan¬
Hansen concluded by signifying the
dards associated with teaching and receiv¬
importance of the ritual of inauguration,
ing tenure at a school like Bates. Hansen
“[B]ecause it obliges us to take a collective
acknowledged the importance of these
moment out of time, makes us pause and
activities, pursuits _ _ come together to
and standards, but
think about who we
posed an important
are, where we have
question to the audi¬
come from, and
ence: “What are we
might
wittingly or unwit¬ .
7
l
i
i
become.
tingly giving up, in
prior to
order to find time
her
for adding new
Hansen
activities in our
the
received
lives? If we do not
Symbols of Office.
give something up in fact if we do not
apart from the VarioUS, Representative
give up quite a lot PreSident and a smhow do we avoid
burnout,
fatigue,
[and] the loss of
.
7*7
7.
,, Presidential Search
passion that makes
our best work possi¬
Assistant Professor
ble?” Hansen later -:--*-— of
Chemistry
said, “We ignore this issue at our peril.
Rachel Austin and Assistant Professor of
She said that Bates, along with the rest of
Music Linda Williams presented Hansen
our contemporary society, has not fully fos¬
with the Presidential Collar, worn for all
tered “a culture of reflection...moments of
ceremonial occasions. Trustee Emerita
wool-gathering, daydreaming, improvisa¬
Helen A. Papaioano'u, class of 1949, pretion; opportunities for the random and
sented Hansen with the Record Book, the
serendipitous events to take us by surprise
first volume of minutes kept by the
and move us to new discoveries.” She
Trustees, and a symbol of the longevity,
spoke of the need for undisciplined time,
high aspirations and historical legacy of the
“time, to listen, speak, think, imagine,” fast
College. Finally, master electrician David
becoming endangered in a culture focused
T. Long presented Hansen with the keys to
on outcomes and which looks upon undis¬
College, symbolic of the authority of the
ciplined time as unproductive time.
President.
Several times in her speech, Hansen quoted
Inauguration began with a welcome from
from Bates’ second President, George
Burton M. Harris, class of 1959 and Chair
Colby Chase’s inaugural address and did
of the Board of Trustees, “I welcome you to
a historic and happy day in the life of this
College.” Peter J. Goomes, class of 1965,
Trustee and Professor Christian Morals and
Pusey Minister at Harvard University then
offered the invocation, “May our future be
worthy of our past,” he said. Graham
Veysey, President of Bates* Representative
Assembly, addressed the crowd on behalf
of students, “Students are talking and we’re
excited about what we’ve already seen.”
number of organizations dealing with
He quipped that students were referring to
foreign policy and the environment,
Hansen as “wicked smart.” He welcomed
including the President’s Special Review
the new President,'saying, “Your fit is right
Board (which investigated the Iranhere.” Carl Straub, Professor of Religion
Contra controversy).
and the Clark A. Griffith Professor of
Muskie died in 1996, in Washington,
Environmental
Studies welcomed Hansen
D.C., and his memorial service was held
on behalf of the faculty.
“President
at the Bates College Chapel. Dedicated in
Hansen, in this moment of memory and
1985, the Edmund S. Muskie Archives at
hope, this good and wise faculty...in rare
Bates documents. Muskie’s career in
unison, welcomes you. Welcome to this
public service from his election to the
community where the life of the mind is
Maine House to his appointment as U.S.
celebrated.” Sarah Bernard, member of the
secretary of state, as well as his activities
class of 1975, and a Programmer/Analyst
after leaving public office. The archives
in Information and Library Services, next
also hold a permanent collection of

The individual and the
social are not separate, but what we
interdependent spheres...the
just
fully developed self is there- makins
fore not constructed or experienced in one’s own room, Tahsin
Alam

sometimes overlapping,
sometimes divided social dent member of the
groups m which we live. Committee,

Congressman Baldacci To Honor
Sen. Edmund Muskie '36
In an appearance sponsored by the
Bates Democrats, the memory of Edmund
S. Muskie ‘36 — Maine governor, U.S.
senator and secretary of state — will be
honored in a talk by U.S. Rep. John
Baldacci at 1 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 30, in
the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Campus
Avenue. The talk is open to the public at
no charge.
Born in Rumford, Edmund Sixtus
Muskie was the son and grandson of
Polish immigrants. In 1936 he graduated
cum laude from Bates College, where he
was president of his class and a member
of Phi Beta Kappa and the debate team.
After Cornell University Law School, he
began practicing law in Waterville.
During World War II, he served in the
U.S. Navy in both the Atlantic and
Pacific theaters.
Muskie began his political career with
three terms of service in the Maine House
of Representatives, to which he was first
elected in 1946. A Democrat in an over¬
whelmingly Republican state, he upset
the established political order with his
election as governor in 1954. Muskie
served two terms as governor before
being elected to the U.S. Senate in 1958.
During his 21 years in the Senate,
Muskie served on the foreign relations,
governmental affairs, and environmental
and public works committees, and was
the founder and first chair of the Senate
Committee on the Budget. In 1968 he
was the Democratic nominee for U.S.
vice president and made a strong bid for
the 1972 presidential nomination.
He was sworn in as the 58th U.S. sec¬
retary of state in May 1980, a position he
held until January 1981. After leaving
public office, he joined a law firm in
Washington, D.C., and was active in a

Muskie memorabilia and a substantial
oral history collection.
A Bangor native, Baldacci was elected
to the Bangor City Council at age 23 and
has served as Maine’s 2nd District con¬
gressional representative since 1995. He
is the Democratic candidate in this fall’s
race for Maine governor. Baldacci is a
moderate Democrat known for support¬
ing education, budgetary and political
reform in Washington, and economic
development, especially as it would ben¬
efit Maine and the sprawling, rural 2nd
District. He is also known for a folksy
style that includes returning to his home
state virtually every weekend and hosting
spaghetti suppers for the people of
Maine.
“Ed Muskie was one of Maine’s great¬
est leaders when it came to environmen¬
tal activism and legislation,” Baldacci
says. “As a great American statesmen and
politician, his advocacy for the environ¬
ment should serve as a reminder to us all
that we need to protect our environment.
As governor of Maine, I will carry on
with Ed Muskie’s legacy.”

welcomed Hansen on behalf of the staff.
“We pledge our support...and our tireless
work effort. ...Bienvenue.” Michael Bosse,
class of 1993 and the President of the
Alumni Association also welcomed
Hansen.
Lilian LaFontaine O’Brien, a Lewiston
City Councilor and Lee Young, Mayor of
Auburn, welcomed Hansen for the commu¬
nity. O’Brien said, “As our city fathers and
mothers foresaw, Bates has brought distinc¬
tion to Lewiston.”
Hunter Rawlings III, President of Cornell
University greeted the President on behalf
of the Academy. Rawlings received his
undergraduate degree from Haverford,
where Hansen served as an English profes¬
sor and Provost. “She brings intellectual
integrity to the post,” Rawlings said. “At a
time like this, when politicians offer simple
solutions and we take our news from cable
TV, we need Colleges that promote
informed dialogue. ...I wish Elaine Tuttle
Hansen and Bates College every success.”
The Bates College Orchestra, directed by
Philip C. Carlsen, then accompanied the
Bates College Choir, directed by John
Corrie, in “I Dwell in Possibility,” a poem
by Emily Dickinson, selected by President
Hansen and set to music by William R.
Matthews, the Alice Swanson Esty
Professor of Music at the College.
Mary Patterson, the Vice President of the
Andrew Mellon Foundation and former
President of Bryn Mawr College intro¬
duced the President. “She is well and
broadly schooled and has been a widely
popular teacher.” Patterson also joked that
Hansen had the requisite three names for
success as a College President at Bates.
Patterson pointed out that Hansen has a
very broad and personal understanding of
American higher education, “which should
stand Bates in good stead.” She then joked
that she wasn’t sure if life at “football-less
Haverford” had prepared Hansen for “life
as a Bobcat.” “Elaine, Emma, Isla, and
Stan bring much to the Bates community as
a family. I wish you a long, happy tradition
together.”
Harris, Chair of the Board of Trustees,
was last to speak before Hansen’s remarks.
He spoke of the real occurrence of past
Presidents planting trees around the
College still being symbolically relevant
for a President today. He said that the
Board voted unanimously in favor of
Hansen’s Presidency. “We pledge our rea¬
soned loyalty,” Harris said and then with a
seeming degree of pride, said, “It is now
my great honor to present the seventh
President of Bates College to you.”
Paul Anderson, class of 1953, said after
the ceremony, “I thought it was very reflec¬
tive. Thinking about the possibility of
change and the good use of time is impor¬
tant. She [Hansen] seems like a very bright
and able person.”

Are you considering theological education?
Meet with an admissions representative from

Harvard Divinity School
Tuesday, November 5th
11:30 A.M. — 2:00 RM.
David Saul Smith Union
Learn about our graduate programs, including the Master of
Divinity and the Master of Theological Studies, and about
related resources within Harvard University’s other graduate
faculties and the nine-school Boston Theological Institute.
All Students, All Majors and All Years Welcome
For more information, contact the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid
at (617) 495-5796 or consult the Harvard Divinity School website at
httpS/umWi hds.harvard. edu
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Lewiston-Auburn Hosts Walk For Tolerance And Understanding
Walk, from p. 1
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together because people get judged from the
outside not the inside and we can learn a lot
from each other if we look inside”.
Their sentiments were echoed by many other
individuals participating in the walk. Jane
Butler, a resident of northern Maine, came to
Lewiston for the event because she wanted to
stress the fact that “everyone is welcome here
in Maine” and to show that “everyone adds to
our culture here”. Supporters like Butler and
the girls began at Calvary United Methodist
Church on Sabattus Street and walked with
others from a variety of towns, backgrounds
and faith groups to Masjid al-Nur for speakers
and closing prayers from the Christian, Muslim
and Jewish traditions.
Though the walk was overwhelmingly wellattended and supported, it was not without
opposition. At the beginning of the walk, sev¬
eral protesters stood with signs advocating
Raymond’s policy. As walkers went by, a
woman shouted from her house, “tell them to
take care of their own first,” slamming the win¬
dow as the last walkers passed. As Bates sen¬
ior Mary Roohan notes, “although the cause
was overwhelmingly positive and the support
was amazing, I expected to feel more opti¬
mistic leaving. The tension was in the air,
especially when people were yelling from the
windows and the street”. In response to this

tension and to the upcoming challenges of
diversity and understanding in the Lewiston
community, Mark Schlotterbeck, Esther’s
father, said “we as a community have to won¬
der what might be and continue to walk, not
just this day, but every day with each other.”
The conclusion of the walk was marked by a
speech from Lewiston High School freshman
Hibat Sharif. Sharif thanked everyone for
coming out to support peace and justice and
thanked Lewiston for its “friendliness, support,
and hospitality”. A member of the LHS Civil
Rights team and an active organizer of the
walk, Sharif’s enthusiasm was matched only
by the cheers and support she received from a
growing crowd of onlookers near Masjid alNur. Though onlookers and bystanders alike
were quick to admit that the walk was not a
panacea for the tensions, fights and difficulties
associated with the Somali immigration to
Lewiston, residents like Julia Simpson said
that they understood people’s concerns about a
new influx of people in the community. But
she stressed that “people are always more
important than the bottom line” and that
although the challenges of the major transfor¬
mations were not solved by the walk, “any¬
thing that gets people talking about this issue,
regardless of how they feel about it, is worth¬
while.”

Above, Lewiston-Auburn youth participate in a walk of support and friend¬
ship for the Somali residents of Lewiston on October 14.

Iraq Teach-In Provides Forum For Ideas
by KRISTINA BERLIN
STAFF WRITER
On October 9th, Dean of the College, James
Carignan hosted a teach-in to engage the cam¬
pus in a “spirited but civil” debate regarding
the United States’ current policy in Iraq.
Providing initial statements were Professor of
Political Science Jim Richter and Assistant
Professor of Sociology Francesco Duina. The
function was well attended by both students
and faculty, and began with Dean Carignan’s
expression of hope that the debate’s quality
would be “superior today in Lewiston” in com¬
parison to the ongoing national debate.
Richter began his statement using a histori¬
cal reference. Citing the Manhattan Project of
1948, he noted that Harry Truman was able to
dismiss the idea that the United States would
be “very different” if we bombed Japan in a
preventative measure. “It’s amazing that this
argument is still around,” Richter commented.
“War should be left to a last resort.”
Richter went on to outline the costs of war,
estimating that $64 billion would be spent. He
urged the audience to remember that “the U.S.
foots the entire bill,” while US troops occupy
Iraq indefinitely.
He claims that there is a choice between a “cer¬
tain war now, or a possible war later.” In the
event that war occurs, he has no doubt that
Hussein will use nuclear weapons aimed at an
unfriendly nation in the region, but not the
United States because he doesn’t have the
capacity to do so.
In his second historical reference, Richter
likens Saddam Hussein to Josef Stalin of the
U.S.S.R. to argue that “Hussein is deferrable,”
because “with nukes he [Stalin] made some
bad moves but didn’t enter into war.”
Duina presented the following statement of
the teach-in. He outlined three scenarios for
American invasion of Iraq. The first was for
the US to invade before the U.N. created a res¬
olution excluding the use of force. The second
was to wait until the U.N. completes its weak
resolution, and then invade unilaterally. The
third was to wait for the U.N. resolution, and
re-evaluate U.S. policy at that juncture.
However, Duina affirmed that “It’s a good
idea to work through the U.N.,” because it
would set an international example. If the U.S.
chooses to ignore the U.N., the international
community will not feel obligated to cooperate

with the U.N. either. According to him, non¬
cooperation “undermines the validity of the
U.N.” He is “a little bit baffled” by Bush’s
tactic of getting policy approval at home
before submitting the policy to the U.N.
Duina foresaw serious difficulty in getting
the cooperation of other countries. Other
nations “are really concerned about the use
of force.” He proceeded to outline specific
obstacles in the US has in trying to gain
influential international allies. France is the
third largest nation in the Food for Oil
Program, and its largest trading partner is
Iraq. When asked what his policy goal was
toward Iraq, a French official stated, “to
defend French economic interests in Iraq.”
Russia is in a similar situation, being the
nation most involved in the Food for Oil
Program. Iraq owes Russia $8 billion, and a
stable Iraq is more likely to pay Russia its
debt. Duina also added, “Russia has Georgia
and Chechnya to worry about.” In Germany,
Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student
Prime Minister Schroeder was forced to
negate his support of the U.S. in order to win
War on Iraq Teach-In: (l-r) Assistant Professor of Sociology Francesco
the election. While Duina admitted that the
Duina, Associate Professor of Political Science James Richter and Dean of
UK is “Bush’s poodle,” faithful to all ends,
he maintained that “It’s going to be very
the College James Carignan field questions about the implications of U.S.
tricky to get all these nations to say yes.”
led War on Iraq.
In regards to deploying troops, Duina
believed Bush to be
“bluffing,” in that Bush
would rather not deploy
The (iradualc School of’
them. Duina did not see a
International Relations and Pacific Studies
need for ground troops in
Iraq, failing to see the
threat Iraq poses to the
IR/PS has established itself as a leader in training people to compete in the global arena. Program
United States. “I don’t
graduates are employed in media, telecommunications, international trade, manufacturing
know why we’re taking
technology, financial services, consulting, government and nonprofit organizations.
issue with Iraq.”
The M.P.I.A. and Ph.D. are graduate degrees that focus on
After the two comments
business and policy issues facing the regions of the Pacific Rim,
from Richter and Duina,
specifically the countries of Latin America, China, Japan,
the floor opened for ques¬
Korea, and Southeast Asia.
tions directed to them.
Both students and profes¬
The M.P.I.A. degree offers career tracks in:
sors participated in ques¬
International Management
tioning, which concluded
with Elise MacVarish’s
International Development & Nonprofit Management
question concerning the
International Politics
escalation of tension with
International Economics
Iraq: “Why now?” Duina
International Environmental Policy
responded with “That’s
Public Policy
the question I have for
Country & Regional Studies
you.”

University of California, San Diego
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Bates Panel To Discuss
U.S. Invasion of Iraq
A group of journalists, professors and
activists present a panel discussion titled “War,
What Is It Good For? Should the United States
Invade Iraq,” to be followed by a question-andanswer period, at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 30, in
the Benjamin Mays Center, Bates College. The
public is invited to attend this event, sponsored
by the Bates Democrats, free of charge.
Panelists include Jeff Jacoby, Boston Globe
op-ed columnist; Seth Gitell, writer- for the
Boston Phoenix; activist and teacher Rosalie
Tyler Paul, a board member at Peace Action
Maine; and James Richter, associate professor
of political science at Bates College.
Jacoby has been an op-ed columnist for the
Globe since 1994. Seeking a conservative
voice to balance its liberal roster of commenta¬
tors, the Globe hired him away from its com¬
petitor the Boston Herald, where he had been
chief editorial writer since 1987. The Boston
Phoenix dubbed his twice-weekly essays “a
must-read,” and the Globe began receiving
more mail about his columns than those of all
its other columnists combined. The first recip¬
ient of the Breindel Prize, a $10,000 award for
opinion journalism, Jacoby has at different
times been a political commentator for WBUR,
Boston’s National Public Radio affiliate; the
host of “Talk of New England,” a weekly tele¬
vision program; and a frequent guest on
WCVB-TV’s public affairs program, “Five on
Five.” He practiced law briefly at the firm of
Baker & Hostetler in Cincinnati, Ohio, but
returned to Boston to serve as deputy manager
of Ray Shamie’s 1984 U.S. Senate campaign.
In 1985-87, he was assistant to John Silber,
president of Boston University. Jacoby gradu¬
ated from George Washington University and
from Boston University Law School.
A political writer for the Boston Phoenix, the
nationally recognized weekly alternative news¬
paper, Gitell addresses state, national and inter¬
national issues. He also pens a twice-weekly
Internet column, “The Daily Jolt,” in which he
often discusses the U.S. “war on terror.” Gitell
appears frequently as a political analyst on
New England Cable News. Prior to joining the
Phoenix, Gitell was the Washington-based edi¬
tor of The Forward, where he broke various

national stories including Hilary Clinton’s hid¬
den Jewish roots and her decision to change her
prior position on Israel. He also covered the
emergence of the democratic opposition to
Saddam Hussein, the Iraqi National Congress
and the Iraq Liberation Act of 1998. His work
has appeared in The New Republic, The
Weekly Standard, The Wall Street Journal and
The American Prospect. Author of “Broken
Promise: The Story of U.S. Army Special
Forces and the Dega People in the Central
Highlands of South Vietnam, 1961-65” (Radix
Press, 1996), Gitell received his B.A. from
Harvard College and a J.D. from the New York
University School of Law.
Paul served as a board member of Peace
Action Maine for 10 years, stepping down from
her four-year position as board chair in 2002. A
delegate at Peace Action’s national congress,
she is a retired teacher who taught studio art at
North Yarmouth Academy and Waynflete
School.
Associate professor of political science at
Bates, Richter regularly teaches courses on
international relations and the politics of post¬
communism and environmental diplomacy, as
well as seminars in theories of international
politics and in non-governmental organizations
and world politics.' His current research con¬
cerns the role of non-governmental organiza¬
tions and transnational activism in global gov¬
ernance, with particular attention to the impact
of democratic assistance and transnational
activism on the feminist and environmental
movements in Russia.
Proficient in Russian and German, Richter is
the author of “Khruschev’s Double Bind:
International Pressures and Domestic Coalition
Politics” (John Hopkins, 1994) and the essay
“Russian Foreign Policy and the Politics of
National Identity,” included in the collection
“The Sources of Russian Foreign Policy After
the Cold War” (Westview, 1999). A member of
the Bates faculty sincel987, he received the
1992 Bates Kroepsch Award for Excellence in
Teaching. Richter received his B.A. from
Cornell University and an M.A. and Ph.D. from
the University of California, Berkeley.

RA Approves Revisions To Budget
Committee Guidelines
RA, from p. 7
retard.” Usually, according to Mr. Strekel,
students drop the class after the add period
because of their midterm grade or ‘because of
the professor.’
Mr. Prevas affirmed Mr. Law’s question as
to whether the evaluations completed by
those students who drop the class would held
to “a similar weight when considering
tenure” as the existing assessments, but clar¬
ified that the evaluations would be identical.
Later, Erin Russ voiced concerns about pro¬
tecting the anonymity of the students who
drop the class. Mr. Prevas explained that the
evaluations would be optional, unlike the
required system currently in place. In a sim¬
ple voice vote, the bill passed easily.
Next, the assembly reviewed, discussed
and approved a modification of the current
guidelines governing the Budget Committee.
The Budget Committee is responsible for
allocating funds to over 70 clubs on campus,
and was described by Dominick Pangallo as
“the hardest working committee in the RA.”
RA Treasurer and Budget Committee Chair
Nate Williford explained that there were
eleven significant clarifications in the docu¬
ment. Mr. Williford rationalized the changes
by asserting that the bill would “solve the
issues the Budget Committee has dealt with”
and would streamline the guidelines.
Most notably, the bill described the duties
of the Chair, shifted the Budget weekend (the
weekend when the budgets of clubs are con¬
sidered) up one weekend, further defined
what spending is permissible and what is ille¬
gal, and outlawed outside fundraising and
incurring a debt. Chair Williford insisted that
the bill was not extreme, but it merely

‘streamlined’ the current guidelines. After
some informative debate, the bill passed.
In other RA news, applications for the
membership on the Budget Committee are
currently available and due outside the RA
office by Wednesday at 8:00. Also, there is
still space available on the Athletics, FirstYear Seminar and Workshop, Committee on
the Review of Space of Equity Controlled by
the RA, Honors and Poster Committees. Email RA Vice-President Tahsin Alam for
more details.
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Hirschhorn And Burke Elected
Senior Class President And Secretary
by PETER LYNEIS

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
On Thursday, October 10th, the class of
2003 voted to elect Jason Hirschhorn class
president and Katie Burke class secretary.
Following a primary Wednesday, October 9^,
which served to narrow the field to two candi¬
dates per position, final voting was conducted
outside commons during lunch and dinner.
Jason Hirschhorn received 55.6 percent of
the vote, edging out runner-up Brent
Jarkowski, who totaled 38.1 percent. In the
secretary race, Katie Burke received 60 percent
of the vote, compared to 37.1 percent support¬
ing Patrick Quirk. Voter turnout was excep¬
tionally high with 50.7 percent of the senior
class submitting ballots.
The Senior Class President and Secretary
serve the Senior class for the academic year
and beyond, helping organize the senior class
gift, coordinate Senior Week activities and
serve as a liaison between the college and the
class after graduation.
President Hirschhorn and Secretary Burke

expressed excitement about the opportunity to
lead the class of 2003 this year and beyond,
and thank the senior class for their support and
outstanding voter turnout. Burke said, “Jason
and I are really excited about the opportunity to
lead our class both this year and in years to
come. The responsibility of our new posts
comes with countless opportunities to create a
lasting legacy for our class and to stay con¬
nected with our classmates and other Batesies
after we graduate. I am excited to work in con¬
junction with other community leaders, from
fellow seniors to alumni officers and develop¬
ment coordinators to make this year a memo¬
rable one for our class. We are already at work
finding members of the senior class gift com¬
mittee and brainstorming ideas for senior week
and other senior events throughout the year.”
Hirschhorn said, “I am thankfql to the class for
entrusting Katie and I with some important
responsibilities. We will make every effort to
serve the interests, needs and desires of the
class. There will be ample opportunity for the
Class to voice their ideas and opinions. I look
forward to a lasting and meaningful relation¬
ship between our class and our College.”

New Webmail
System Unveiled
Tired of using one email program for read¬
ing messages in a lab, another in the dorm, and
yet another when traveling or at home? Are
you missing messages that downloaded to one
machine, and aren’t available when you need
them in the office or dorm room.
Information and Library Services announces
a new solution to these annoyances the new
and improved Bates WebMail. Just open your
favorite web browser (Netscape or Internet
Explorer), and type in the location: http://webmail.bates.edu. Enter your Bates username,
and password (and language choice) and the
contents of your Inbox are displayed.
According to Bates Information and Library
Services, the new webmail system is, “faster
and more reliable than the old Webmail.” It
also is a place for one stop shopping - WebMail
uses IMAP (Internet Message Access
Protocol), not POP (Post Office Protocol) so
that messages stay on the server, not down¬
loaded to a specific machine, and can be delet¬
ed directly (and forever!) from the abacus serv¬
er. It also handles attachments with ease, both
text and graphical. WebMail has options to set
filters, make folders, and address books.
More information is available at http://abacus.bates.edu/ils/webmail. The previous ver¬
sion of Webmail will be no longer accessible
on January 30, 2003. Transfer of old Webmail
messages (all or nothing, not selectively) is
available by request to Help Desk Services.
The help desk can be contacted at: 7868222, stop by 118 Pettigrew or Ladd Library
(evenings), or email helpdesk@bates.edu.

Celebrity Wilson
Cruz: “l have No
Shame About Who I
Am Or Who I Love ”
Cruz, from p. 7
you’re fine,” he realizes that there are still
many others out there struggling. Currently the
Christian Coalition is going to various cities
throughout the United States and trying to
combat legislation previously passed that set
non-discrimination policies regarding homo¬
sexuality. Most recently, the NGLTF fought
and won against the coalition in Florida’s
Miami-Dade County, known for its large
homosexual population. The win, however,
was very slight and does not bode well for
other areas with a smaller homosexual popula¬
tion. Neighboring Westbrook, Maine, who
recently passed city-wide legislation support¬
ing gay rights, is currently undertaking the
same fight against the Christian Coalition.
Members of Outfront along with Cruz will be
helping to keep this important legislation
intact. The campaign, called Citizens for
Equal Rights is headed by Mike Miles.
Wilson Cruz shared his journey through self¬
acceptance and honesty with others to help
other young people, in hopes that they will not
have to endure all the pain and suffering which
he did. His message of tolerance resonates
through his words, “I have no shame about
who I am, what I am or who I love.”

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

OXFORD
r

Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford offers students the unparalleled opportunity to work individually
with Oxford scholars in private tutorials, the hallmark of an Oxford education.
Open to qualified undergraduates, it is the only visiting student program sponsored by an American
college that gives students access to the full range of tutors and disciplines of Oxford University’s 37
colleges. In addition, each student has a wide range of privileges at the University. This special
relationship gives students access to the University’s athletic teams, libraries, social events, as well as
voting rights in the Student Union.
Information: Office of International Programs, Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford
1 Mead Way, Bronxville, NY 10708-5999 / (800) 873-4752 / E-mail: slcaway@slc.edu
Financial Aid is available for all four programs
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Question on the Quad

Tuesday, October 29, 2002

What do you think was going on inside the heated
tent this weekend?

“I don’t know...but
Colby sucks.”

“It was a dog and
pony show.”

Ashton Jones, Zach Seely
and Scotty Ross ‘05

“Geriatric
debauchery.”

Dharma Sadasivan ‘03

Ashley Hayes ‘05

“Robo boot”

Lisa Guy
and Kirby Sabra ‘06

Photographs by Becky Greenberg, Reported by Sara Paruolo
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Arts & Entertainment
May I Have This Dance?

_Tuesday, October 29, 2002

Dining

Where's The Beef?
by THADDEUS CURTZ
CUISINE CRITIC
Bates prides itself on embracing all forms of
religious indulgence. My personal place of wor¬
ship is a greasy temple of good eats named Roy’s
All Steak Hamburgers, in Auburn, Maine.
When I make the decision to go to Roy’s, I grab
a box of tissues on the way out of the house to
attempt to control the saliva dripping down my
chin while I wait in line for a few of Roy’s fresh
ground, perfectly cooked, beautiful beef patties.
Like many of my favorite restaurants, Roy’s
has an open kitchen. Sometimes I am able to
control my salivary response momentarily by
watching Maine-grown potatoes being run
through the French fry press just before taking a
dip in the deep fryer, piles of onions getting
chopped and slow cooked on the side of the grill,
buns being sliced, and huge mounds of beef
shaved and readied for Roy’s crown jewel- The
cheese steak.
When I was a recent convert to the joy of
Roy’s, their old menu board had a rich patina of
fry-o-lator oil and cheese steak grease. A few
months ago, Pepsi apparently gave Roy’s a
sparkling clean new menu board, which thank¬
fully, still has only about four items to choose
from. Aside from minor variations on condi¬
ments and size, Roy’s serves hamburgers, cheese
steaks, french fries and drinks.
The hamburgers are small and succulent.
Order several. The drinks are not too dissimilar
from any other fountain drink served in a waxed
paper cup. The cheese steaks and fries, howev¬
er, are what will convert you to the joy of Roy’s
faster than some TV evangelist could turn a para¬

plegic into a track star on the Pat Robertson
show.
A Roy’s cheese steak begins with a pile of
delicious shaved beef, (as well as onions, mush¬
rooms, or peppers if you like) complimented by
a few slices of provolone cheese, all nestled into
a long roll that is at once crusty and gives a bit as
you bite into it. A,bit of ketchup and a dash of
salt and pepper are all that are needed to make
this my highest rated cheese steak north of
Philadelphia (the sandwich’s birth city- and iron¬
ically, the most overweight city in America in a
recent study).
Roy’s is not just for those enamored with siz¬
zling beef. I’ve known plenty of Vegetarians
who’d flock to Roy’s for a few large orders of the
best fries in Maine. The taste of these fries is
reminiscent of the Aroostook County earth that
nurtured them. For those of you unfamiliar with
Maine’s potato belt, the flavor is rugged, crisp,
unadulterated, and beautiful.
Although not the most romantic atmosphere
for a first date, taking someone special to Roy’s
will unequivocally demonstrate your prowess for
ferreting out a good-eats oasis here in the state of
Maine, whose official motto, contrary to popular
belief, is “Boiled, The Way Dinner Should Be”.

Specifics
To get there: take a left on Main Street and
cross the downtown bridge. Turn left at
Denny’s. Roy’s is about 3/4 of a mile on the left.
Price: Under 8 bucks for a Cheese Steak,
Fries and soda.
Hours: Roy’s closes at the unfortunately early
hour of 8pm most days.

Theatre

Red Address Stirs Laughs And
Gasps
At
The
Ronj
Maine Artist Brings American
Landscape Tradition To Bates

The Bates Community enjoyed music and dancing at the Inaugural Ball
Saturday night in the Gray Cage.

Art

by TARA DE VITO

ASSISTANT EDITOR

Joel Babb Paints with Stunning
Realism and Shocking Size
by LEE DAVIS
ARTS EDITOR
Last Friday night, Olin 104 was nearly super¬
saturated with alumni, professors, students and
community members as guest lecturer Stephen
May led the opening reception of the Bates
College Museum of Art’s newest collection
entitled,
“Intimate Wilderness:
Maine
Landscapes by Joel Babb.”
Standing at the podium dressed in light
khakis and a navy blue sports jacket, Stephen
May described Joel Babb’s work by guiding
the audience through his themes, influences
and his contemporary Maine artists. May pre¬
sented industrial themes in the early Babb and
later photo-realism of cityscape, namely that of
Boston from both ground and aerial angles.
One major influence of Babb’s was the PreRaphaelite movement with such artists as the
English John Everett Millais (who painted the
well known ‘Ophelia’) and the American
William Trost Richards. Paintings in this
group immediately summon awe, as their
devotion to the smallest details within nature is
completely astounding- a characteristic that
may not always be recognized, says May, with¬
in Babb’s work. May also compared a myriad
of work by Maine artists to Babb’s work, such
as Winslow Homer, Neil Welliver and the
familiar to the Bates Museum Andrew Wyeth,

who are well known for their beautiful Maine
landscapes.
Upstairs in the gallery with its newly painted
blue walls, the first thing that one notices is the
immense size of some of Joel Babb’s work.
‘The Unnamed Brook,” which lies directly
through the front glass-doors of the museum is
an astounding 6 by 7ft. The painting makes
one feel in the center of Maine’s forestland,
standing upon a rock within a small brook
flowing down the center of the canvas. Each
leaf and branch is finely detailed with small
brush strokes, and Babb’s choice of colors
allow the painting to give off a yellow/greenish
glow, just as one would feel when the sun,
already fading, fails to penetrate the canopy
above.
If one feels overwhelmed by the gargantuan
size of some of the larger paintings and complete immersion into the woods of Maine, then
solace may be found in Babb’s smaller paint¬
ings of coastlines and landscapes. One that
sticks out is “In the Rows: Brilliant Spikes,” a
small oil on panel that Babb perhaps slightly
nurtured with his curiosity for the abstract.
Broad, short brush strokes illustrate rows or
gradients of colors: Up above a rich blue sky

See Joel Babb, p. 15
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This weekend at the Performance Room in
the Ronj Coffeehouse, a man strutted around in
his sexy red dress, silk stockings and patent
leather high heels. We all know Bates is a lib¬
eral institution but how liberal is too liberal?
As I walked into the intimate playroom, I
spotted one of the few available seats left and
made myself comfortable. I knew nothing
about The Red Address, and therefore had no
expectations whatsoever. I overheard someone
ask his friend “So, do we actually know what
this play is about?” His friend responded,
“There’s partial nudity, do you need to know
anything else?” Apparently, I wasn’t alone.
By twenty of eight, every seat in the house
was taken so the show began. E. G. Triplett
(Scott Partenheimer, ‘03), a stressed out milk
production business owner, is in the office with
his employee and old pal Dick Braverman
(Larry Handerhan, ’05) reviewing milk pro¬
duction documents and discussing their clients.
They come across the legendary name of milk
producing competitor Joe Driver. Triplett is
angry because Driver is a threat to his business
and he thinks he has ties with the mob.
Ann (Michelle Gomperts, ’05), Triplett’s sec¬
retary, is kind and ladylike and very good at her
job. She, like many women, caught the atten¬
tion of lady-chaser Dick, but throughout the
play maintains a professional role. She enters
the office to say she is leaving for the evening.
As the two men continue to rant and rave about
the business and this mystery man, a cowboy
walks in and says he is Joe Driver.
Driver (Ari Goldmann, ’03) is a powerful
businessman who offers ten million dollars and
a merger with Triplett. He dominates the milk
industry in several parts of the country and

wants to expand his business. When Triplett
rejects the offer, Driver explains that he can
either accept the offer or be put out of business.
Triplett is clearly infuriated and Dick thinks
the only cure for his friend is to get him wast¬
ed and pick up some chicks like in the good old
days. As usual, E. G. declines because he has
the love of his life, Lady Triplett (Jayme
Hennessy, ’05) waiting for him at home. Dick
is annoyed because he thinks Lady only loves
E. G. for his money. He believes she sucked all
the fun out of his best friend.
Triplett, however, knows this isn’t true
because Lady is aware of his deepest and dark¬
est secret- The Red Address- and still loves
him unconditionally. When he returns to his
house, he is exhausted and fired up from his
stressful day at the office. Being the support¬
ive wife that she is, Lady knows all the right
things to say and suggests for E. G. to go to the
“Red Address.”
I can tell you that “the Red Address” repre¬
sents the ability to stand up for what you think
is right and to show the world that you’re not
afraid of being what you want to be. The play,
though, shows a tragic story of this openness
See Red Address, P. 15

David Weliver/ The Bates Student
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Film

What You Want
Is At the Ronj

Tuck Everlasting
May Be Here to
Stay Awhile
A secret is about
to be discovered

by E, LANG AND FURBIE
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Now released for over a week, Tuck
Everlasting is extremely successful as a family
film. If you have younger siblings, it may be a
fun Thanksgiving Break activity. Formerly a
1981 cartoon film, the movie is an adaptation
of Natalie Babbitt’s Tuck Everlasting, a popu¬
lar book for elementary school readers.
At ninety minutes long, the film proves to be
short enough for audience members of all ages
to enjoy, but the value of the movie seems to be
restricted to this enjoyment. The movie pro¬
ceeds at a relatively quick, but entertaining
pace, never making the audience pause to won¬
der too intently about what is to come. The
single theme from the film is clearly stated in a
conversation between the main character,
Winnie Foster, and Mr. Tuck, played by
William Hurt. If one were to live forever, they
would never truly live. This is to say, without
death, life lacks the content that makes it truly
worthwhile. Hurt’s character tells Winnie that
“What we Tucks have, it can’t be called living.
We just are, like rocks along a stream.” The
movie makes sure to handle this theme in such
a way as to make it tangible for children, while
remaining somewhat interesting for audience
members of all ages, but for this reason it lacks
significant depth.
Tuck Everlasting does not stray very far from
Babbitt’s book. While this will please many of
the people who have read her book, it seems to
limit the potential of Babbitt’s characters. The
movie strategically skirts ethical and social
questions, which could have added dimension
to the film’s theme. Families can watch the
film without worrying about a confusing or dif¬
ficult ending. There is no lingering doubt, no
unhappy finish, and no need to be on the look
out for complex symbols and plot develop¬
ments.
In spite of the sparse character development
much of the cast does remarkably well. Alexis
Bledel, in her first movie, plays Winnie Foster
with remarkable innocence. As supporting
actors, Sissy Spacek, William Hurt, and Ben
Kinsley portray believable characters with
clear motivations. Jonathan Jackson, portray¬
ing Jesse Tuck, delivers the poorest perform¬
ance of the cast, but this may have been a direct
result of a poorly written character. Jesse Tuck
is definitively the weakest aspect of the movie.
Award-winning Spacek plays one of the more
interestingly mysterious characters as Jesse
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TUCK EVERLASTING

Tuck’s mother. William Hurt, with a wonder¬
ful Scottish accent, plays the troubled and
responsible Mr. Tuck. Finally, opposite
Winnie and Jesse, Ben Kinsley plays the man
in the yellow suit—a character seeking to make
a profit off of the Tuck’s fountain of immortal¬
ity.
Disney’s new movie is not as disappointing
as many of its family films have proven to be.
When compared to previous efforts, such as
Air Bud, the basketball playing dog, Tuck
seems like a resounding triumph in the family
film genre. The movie is generally enjoyable,
especially if you enjoyed the book when you
were younger. However, don’t expect to find
yourself inspired or truly enthralled with the
story or characters. Tuck is a great movie for
kids, but enjoyable for all audiences. While
enjoyable, it will fail to satisfy anyone seeking
sufficient depth and deeply philosophical con¬
sideration of a truly intriguing topic.

Get More Bang
For Your Buck:
Contribute to The
Bates Student
Arts &
Entertainment
Section
Contact ldavis

This week at the Ronj promises to be an
exciting (and busy) one! As always, we’re
open weekday mornings and every night;
Tuesday is Dollar Hot Chocolate Night, and
Thursday is Dollar Chai Night. All faculty and
staff can get any hot drink for half-price, all the
time. Also, don’t forget our Bobcat Breakfast:
any baked good and a medium coffee during
our new morning hours is only $1.50.
Here’s a look at what’s coming up at The
Ronj:
On Wednesday, October 30, The Ronj wel¬
comes nationally-toured alternative folk diva
ABI TAPIA to the stage. The concert begins at
9:30pm and is free to all members of the Bates
and Lewiston/Auburn communities. Don’t
miss out on this fun, folksy singer/songwriter!
On Thursday, October 31, we switch gears
and Bates’ very own punk band THE NEW
PROJECT takes the stage at The Ronj for their
premiere performance. Be there at 9:00pm and
get ready to rock your block off. Admission is
abso-fricking-lutely free.
This coming weekend is your LAST chance
to see the Robinson Players’ fall production of
David Ives’ moving and tragic play “THE
RED ADDRESS.” Friday at 8:00pm, Saturday
at 8:00pm, and Sunday at 2:00pm. The doors
open up a half-hour before the show starts and
seating is EXTREMELY limited, so be sure to
show up promptly! (On opening night the
house filled up to capacity within ten minutes
of opening the doors.) Admission is free; the
play does contain strong language, violent
themes, and some partial nudity.
Looking ahead to next week, the New World
Coalition will be adorning the walls of the
Performance Room with their 2002 PHOTOG¬
RAPHY EXHIBIT. The photographs will be
up from Monday, November 4 through Friday,
November 8. So stop by and check it out!
Finally, mark your calendars for next
Wednesday, November 6, as The Ronj house
band “Doberman Pinscher” kicks off our
NOVEMBER OPEN MIC NIGHT, at 8:00pm.
Any and all members of the Bates and
Lewiston/Aubum communities are welcome
to come and take the. stage with their music,
poems, or monologues. Come strum your gui¬
tar, sing a tune, plunk on the piano, recite a
poem, or perform a monologue. Or, if you’re
not the performing type, come along and enjoy
the show from the audience. Admission is free.
For more iriformation about any of these
events or about The Ronj, email
mpangall@bates.edu. The Ronj is located at
32 Frye Street, on the Bates Campus. THE
RONJ: It’s YOUR Coffeehouse.
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MOVIES OF THE YEAR! MICHAEL DOUGLAS GIVES THE BEST
AND MOST SURPRISING PERFORMANCE Of HIS CAREER!"

“Wonder Boys” (2000)
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Editor’s Movie Pick of the Week:

tu&Trww*

Directed by Curtis Hanson
With Michael Douglas, Francis McDormand, Tobey Maguire, Robert Downey Jr, and Katie Holmes
The Plot: Grady Tripp, author and creative writing professor, is over his head in personal affairs. His 3rd wife has left him,
his lover, the chancellor’s wife, is pregnant with his baby, his agent has been awaiting his second novel for the past 7 years,
and his best student, a blend of neurosis and genius, has just shot the chancellor’s dog in self defense. For Grady, it’s all
about the creative process- and keeping his cool. The pace is a bit slow, but this only allows you to nourish each and every
part of this fabulous movie.
The Lowdown: Curtis Hanson, the director of “LA Confidential” and the upcoming “8-Mile,” provides us a hilarious
account of the life of an eccentric college professor. Just sit back, relax, and slowly sip Hanson’s cup o’ essence of life.
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WONDER BOYS

NOVEMBER a

Quotation:
James Leer: Professor Tripp? Can I ask you a question?
Grady Tripp: Yeah, James.
James Leer: What are we going to do with... it?
Grady Tripp: I don't know. I'm still trying to figure out how to tell the Chancellor I murdered her husband's dog.
James Leer: You?
Grady Tripp: Trust me, James, when the family pet's been assassinated, the owner doesn't want to hear one of her students
was the trigger man.
James Leer: Does she want to hear it was one of her professors?
Grady Tripp: ...I've got tenure.
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Music

30 Seconds to Mars:
A Good Buzz?
by BERNIE HERLYN
MUSIC COLUMNIST
You may know him from such films as
“Requiem for a Dream” and television shows
like “My So-Called Life.” Now Jared Leto is
charting new territory, this time in the music
world with his outfit “30 Seconds to Mars,”
which is creating a buzz on MTV. I found
myself asking, does his artistic crossover
work?
Leto and his bandmates Dr. Nner, sister
Shannon Leto and Brian Virtue have opted for
cacophonous guitars and thundering drums
laced with heavy synthesized sound effects.
This formula is one used by bands like Nine
Inch Nails, but 30SM, on their self-titled debut,
just prefers to just rock it.. .hard.
Leto’s voice tries its best to compliment the
piercing instruments, yet he tries a little too
hard. The relationship between his vocals and
the accompanying music is reminiscent of
Maynard James Keenan within his band Tool.
In both cases, soft vocals (which have a slight
hard edge to them) are drowned out by much
louder instruments to create a unique orches¬
tration. 30SM’s thunderous guitars and drums
are no match for Leto’s vocals, though, which
even sounds like Keenan on tracks like
“Fallen.” While Leto does have an impressive
voice range, by which he can scream, soothe
the ear and whisper in a single track, his efforts
are out of touch and misplaced.
As for Leto’s lyrics, they leave much to be
desired. Unimaginative, pretentious and ill
conceived are adjectives that come to mind.
He, like Incubus, has a profound fascination
with outer space and the supernatural, hence
the band’s name, and this notion permeates
much of his lyrics. “Yeah, I’ve been to
Jupiter/And I’ve fallen through the air/I used to
five out on the moon/ But now I’m back here
down on earth” from “Fallen,” is thoroughly
standard fare. Leto sought out the celestial
theme to be consistent and provocative for his
lyrics, yet his ultimate goal falls flat; his obses¬
sions with futuristic endeavors and heavenly
bodies harbor an unsatisfying taste in one’s
mouth. Leto’s repetitious nature, too, is an
obstacle for his notions and reflections. He
tries to outdo himself when he sings about
finding oneself in a “bleak” society and his
tiresome lamentations of angst and frustration.
Leto’s anxieties are ones that we have all seen

and heard before from countless singers, but
the man still needs to get some burdens off his
chest and show a sense of self-pity when he
croons, on “Fallen”: “All the pretty people
died/ Innocence is out of style/ All the whores
have gone away/ Now there’s nothing left for
me.” His brooding comes off as sincere which
is perhaps the most frightening aspect as Leto
wants to escape his “inner demons.” Again, he
almost begs of a comparison to Tool with his
delivery even if it is not as polished and main¬
tained as that of Tool front man Keenan.
Yet the band is not entirely lost in outer space.
The keyboards of Dr. Nner create an inviting
ambience to the record even if the guitars over¬
saturate 30SM’s sound, especially on tracks
like “Edge of the Earth” and “Year Zero.” Leto
is in charge of the axe work and he brings with
it a brute, unrelenting force. And Leto’s sister
Shannon accompanies the other instruments
beautifully, yet that is where the goodness
ends. Despite the music’s freewheeling, explo¬
rative atmosphere, Leto’s melodies seem ill
contrived and sloppy. A large number of the
guitar parts, witnessed on songs like
“Oblivion” and “Welcome to the Universe,”
mimic bands like Silverchair and Hum, and fit
well alongside other current modem rock acts
like RO.D. and Puddle of Mudd. Leto and his
crew have been creating a heavy buzz on MTV
since the album’s recent release, but it molds
all too well with the current bland rock market
to be construed as anything but “the new mon¬
eymaker” for music corporations across the
country. Marketable and listener friendly for
sure, but a great step forward in the evolution
of rock music? Next, please.

Becky Greenberg/ The Bates Student

Back before October Break the Gin Blossoms gave a smashing concert,
opened by two of Bates’ very own bands, Welcome to Florida and Red Line.

Music

Bates College Musical
Offerings Hit Crescendo In
Upcoming November

November opens with a concert by the Bates
College Orchestra at 8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 1,
conducted by Philip Carlsen. A visiting assis¬
tant professor of music at Bates, Carlsen is a
cellist and an award-winning composer whose
works include two written for the Portland
Symphony Orchestra.
The Bates Orchestra program constitutes a
sort of musical history primer, representing
each of four distinct eras. Representing the
Classical period is Haydn’s Symphony No.
104, and from there it’s a logical step to
Brahms’ “Variations on a Theme of Haydn”
and the Romantic era. For the modernists, it’s
Stravinsky’s
“Symphonies
of
Wind
Instruments.” Finally there’s “Cantus in
Memory of Benjamin Britten” by Arvo Part, an
Estonian who is one of the best-known and
most accessible contemporary com¬
posers.
The Bates College Concert Series,
the college’s flagship musical offer¬
ing, has its final 2002 entry at 8 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 9. The players are
Bates artist-in-residence Frank
Glazer, a Maine pianist of long inter¬
Earn $1,000 -2,000 this semester with a national renown, and violinist Curtis
a Juilliard faculty mem¬
proven Campus Fundraiser 3-hour Macomber,
ber and Glazer’s colleague in the
fundraising event. Our programs New England Piano Quartette since
make fundraising easy with no risks. the mid-1990s. They will perform
Beethoven sonatas, Op. 24, Op.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, three
96 and Op. 47.
so get with the program! It works.
Free admission to the GlazerMacomber
program is made possible
Contact Campus Fundraiser at (888)
by the Florence Pennell Gremley
923-3238, or visit:
Fund at Bates.
www.campusfundraiser.com
Macomber belonged to the New

Sports Teams — Clubs
— Student Groups

World String Quartet from 1982 to 1993 and is
a founding member of the Apollo Trio. He is an
influential champion of new music whose CRI
disc “Songs of Solitude,” a compilation of con¬
temporary repertoire, was named one of the
best solo instrumental recordings of 1996 by
the New York Observer.
Glazer taught at the Eastman School of
Music, in Rochester, N.Y., before retiring to
Maine with his wife, Ruth, in 1980. The couple
founded the popular Saco River Festival, held
in Cornish every summer. A student of pianist
Artur Schnabel, Glazer is one of the few sur¬
viving proteges of that great musician. His
long career has included numerous recordings,
his own television program in the 1950s and
countless solo recitals and performances
around the world.
The Bates College Concert Series resumes on
January 18 with a performance by jazz guitarist
Pat Martino.
November’s next student-group performanc¬
es are by the Bates College Choir, in 8 p.m.
concerts Friday and Saturday, Nov. 15 and 16.
Directed by John Corrie and accompanied by
orchestra, the choir sings a cantata from Bach’s
“Christmas Oratorio” and Mozart’s “Solemn
Vespers of the Confessor.”
Glazer returns with a solo recital program at
8 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 20. It’s an intriguing
mix of music that includes a Schumann fanta¬
sy, Beethoven’s “Moonlight” Sonata,
Debussy’s “Suite Bergmasque” and three
works by Liszt: “Sonnet 104 of Petrarch,” the
“Consolation” No. 3 and the “Hungarian”
Rhapsody No. 2.
For more information about music in the Olin
Arts Center Concert Hall at Bates, please call
207-786-6135.
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Theater Review: Lewiston's
Public Theater's Art
by MATTEO A. PANGALLO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Public Theatre, here in Lewiston,
kicked off its new season with the 1998 Tony
Award winning play “ART”, by French play¬
wright Yasmina Reza. The play is directed by
the Public Theatre’s artistic director
Christopher Schario and runs through
October 27. The play tells the tale of three
friends - avant-garde art snob Serge, classical
art snob Marc, and opinionless Yvan - and the
crisis they encounter when Serge buys an allwhite “modem” painting for $40,000. The
play is about more than just art, of course
(though, given the recent debate here at Bates
inspired by the Dirt Piles show in the
Museum of Art, that topic is quite relevant).
The play also confronts issues of identity and
how we shape who we are based on whom we
surround ourselves with.
The play is meant to be a comedy with seri¬
ous undertones, but the Public Theatre pro¬
duction barrels so quickly through the script
and plays so much for laughs that the rapidfire dialogue and stock characters come off
like something out of a TV sitcom. Schario
sacrifices depth in his characters for expedi¬
ency; while this does cut the play down to
under 90 minutes, we’re left with the impres¬
sion that these three characters are really just
the caricatures. The biggest flaw in this pro¬
duction was the pacing; the first three short
scenes, leading up to the fourth, climactic
scene, flew past with hardly time to breath.
The actors were so intense and over-driven so
early in the play that any sense of a dramatic
build - any raising of the stakes or develop¬
ment of the characters - was lost to the blur of
the actors’ bodies as they ran around the
stage.
Joseph Menino, who plays Marc, interprets
the character as a cross between Jerry Lewis
and my high school algebra teacher. While
this contrasts very well with the other two
characters, it hardly fits the image of Marc
that Reza gives us in the play. He is the clos¬
est thing to an antagonist the script has; but
Menino is too nerdy to be the pompous and
sarcastic bully Reza’s script demands.
Without an adequate antagonist to drive the
conflict, the other two characters lose all
motivation for their neurotic behavior and the
play begins to fall apart for lack of a solid
relationship between the three. As Marc,
Menino is simply not intimidating or sarcastic
enough; he is just too much of a bespectacled
wimp.
George Tynan Crowley’s Yvan brings a phe¬
nomenal amount of energy to the stage and
we cannot help but empathize with the poor
nervous-wreck of a man as he faces a wed¬
ding day that promises to be a disaster, the
violent dissolution of his friendship, profes¬
sional woes, and incessant nagging from his
absurdly loquacious mother. However,
Crowley’s habit of constantly smiling to mask
his inner turmoil and impending break-down
gets old quickly; in the end, one feels that the
actor is simply indicating an emotional state
rather than playing a direct action. Also, his
tendency to vastly over-gesticulate diluted the
value of his movements and distracted from
the action of the play; one must suit the action
to the word and the word to the action, but not
for EVERY single word. At times the hand
gestures became simply ridiculous and one
felt that Crowley was trying to translate
EVERY one of his lines into sign language.
The final member of the company, Robin
Bloodworth in the role of Serge, demonstrat¬
ed a very strong stage presence and control of
his character. Of all three, Bloodworth came
across as the most in command of the actor’s
craft and his sense of self-control and tact
neatly carried over into his portrayal of Serge,
the newly independent art collector. From the
very first scene, one can see that Bloodworth
is fully in tune with the text and the other
company members; it is a pleasure to see
someone on the Public Theatre stage with
such a command of the actor’s instruments of

voice, movement, and intention. Serge’s pas¬
sage through the play, and the arc his character
traces, is made clear and understandable; each
moment of discovery and reversal follows log¬
ically and movingly from those that precede it,
and Bloodworth’s sense of comic timing and
delivery manages to salvage a few key
moments from the mad-cap, sitcomesque pace
and antics that Schario has forced onto the
play.
Also of note are the Public Theatre veterans
that make up Schario’s design team for “ART”.
John Ervin’s set design is appropriately simple,
with muted colors and a modem aesthetic.
While the rattling of the moving flats is a bit
distracting and amateur, Ervin’s use of the
awkward performance space at the Public
Theatre is cleverly open and gives the actors
plenty of leeway for their rapid-fire dashes
around the stage.
The lighting design, by Bart Garvey, echoes
the simple, pale colors of the set. However, the
excessive use of specials such as isolation
spots (whicn were a bit too narrow for the
actors to fit in) was a bit disorienting; and the
layering of multiple gobos at once created a
visually distracting mess at times, leaving the
audience trying to figure out exactly what
shapes they were looking at and- what they
were supposed to represent.
The costume design, by Frederica Jepson,
was likewise simple, but also oddly incongru¬
ous with the upscale world of the characters:
Menino’s suit was far too big for him and
seemed to be something of an obstacle in his
attempts to move his arms about; Bloodworth’s
tie was a tacky blast of swirling colors that
defied Serge’s professions of love for things
monochromatic; and Yvan’s sweater clung to
his spasmodic frame so tightly it seemed he
might asphyxiate in the middle of one of his
frenetic monologues.
Ultimately, “ART” demands that the three
actors be able to convey the sense that they are
three old friends. They must be more than just
a company, they must be comrades; but the
Public Theatre’s production leaves one with
the sense that Marc, Serge, and Yvan are mere¬
ly three actors who have been rehearsing
together for two months. The world of the play
is hijacked by Schario’s drive for speed above
all else, and, in the end, it is the crucial rela¬
tionships between the three characters that are
sacrificed to this lack of proper pacing. And
without the sense of those relationships,
“ART” is just another TV sitcom.

Maine Landscape:
Intimate Wilderness

Questioning Our Gender:
Are You Man Enough?
ing their characters. Partenheimer truly cap¬
tured the hearts of the audience as a man trying
to express himself and Handerhan kept me
laughing throughout the play. Goldmann’s
southern accent was very convincing and
Oriel’s ability to act as a murderer was almost
too real. The play was certainly not an easy
one to act out and I’m sure called for tremen¬
dous amounts of preparation.

Red Address, from page 12
and illustrates how sometimes the way in
which men think about themselves as men has
harmful effects. It is also a great inspiration for
those of you guys who want to strut around in
sexy gowns and patent leather high heels.
Overall, the actors were incredible in becom¬

Homestyle Cooking
yviffe an ethnic flair!

Along with our great meat dishes,
we also offer many vegetarian alternatives
Th© Best JPSkd TTtleii Every Saturday .Nigfef!
We're the closest restaurant to Bates Campus.
Bring in your student id during dinner
and receive £1.00 off our specials board!
Tuesday-Friday, lunch 11:30 - 2 • dinner 5-8
_Friday and Saturday dinner 5-9_
784-6493

81 College Street

www.nothingbutthebluescafe.com
Looking for a job? A place to show original art?
_Share your poetry? Call Jim!_

783-220

62 SCHOOL STREET, AUBURN

HOURS:

MON-THURS:
4:30p.m. - 1:00a.m.
FRI-SAT
11:00a.m. - 2:00a.m.
Sunday_11:00a.m. - 1:00a.m.

ASK FOR A FREE DIPPING SAUCE
WITH YOUR NEXT PIZZA!
GARLIC BUTTER • PARMESAN PEPPERCORN
MARINARA • BLUE CHEESE OR
RANCH DRESSING

Joel Babb, from page 12
overhangs with lofty cotton-like clouds. A lit¬
tle below stand a wall of trees in the distance,
darkened with greens and browns. In the
middle lie a row of yellow flame-like flowers
all blending into each other partly surrounding
the green, tall grass with red and purple flow¬
ers popping up here and there. In the immedi¬
ate foreground stand relatively tall, pink feath¬
er-shaped flowers that are just high enough to
tickle the nose of a passing hiker who wishes
to stop and smell them. Overall, the rows of
color allow one’s eyes to flow from side to
side, top to bottom, soaking in the energy of
the whole painting.
While living in the heavily populated
Lewiston and Auburn, perhaps the Bates
College campus sometimes forgets the priva¬
cy and complete serenity that the Maine
woods is able to provide, something that this
collection, with only a couple hints of civi¬
lization, seems to reminds us.
The Bates Museum of Art is open Monday
through Saturday 10am-5pm, and Sunday
lpm-5pm. “Intimate Wilderness” runs from
October 25 till December 29.
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•DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA
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Valid at participating stores only.
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j BUFFALO CHICKEN KICKERS
|
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U.S. Muslim Woman Describes
Peace Pilgrimage to Afghanistan
in Spiritual Journey Series
Shamshad Sheikh, Muslim chaplain at
Mount Holyoke College, will discuss her
experiences in a Bates College lecture
titled "From Pakistan to Afghanistan via
the United States: A Muslim Peace
Pilgrim's Journey," at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 29, in Skelton Lounge, Chase Hall,
Campus Avenue. The public is invited to
attend this discussion, part of the
"Spiritual Journeys: Stories of the Soul
2002-03" series sponsored by the Office
of the Chaplain, free of charge. Call 207786-8272 for more information.
Raised in Karachi, Pakistan, Sheikh
received her bachelor's degree from
Karachi University, a degree in Islamic
law from SM Law College in Karachi and

Baldacci To Honor Edmund Mnskie

a master's degree from the American
International College in Springfield,
Mass.
An educator and human rights activist,
Sheikh traveled in December 2001 to a
refugee camp on the border of
Afghanistan and Pakistan to "bear witness
to the suffering of Afghani women." Of
her journey, she has said: "This was from
my heart. They have suffered simply for
being women, and I had to see that with
my own eyes."
Sheikh will discuss the findings from
her journey, including what she discov¬
ered about herself as a Muslim woman
who advocates for the well-being of her
sisters and brothers everywhere.

Bates Senior in London
Awarded Prestigious
Mathematics Society Award
Challis J. E. Kinnucan, a Bates College Kinnucan as "one of the best mathematics
senior from London, Ontario, has been students in recent years at Bates."
Her accomplishments include a National
awarded a $4,000 scholarship grant from
the American Mathematical Society's .Science Foundation-sponsored Research
Experience for Undergraduates at East
Waldemar J. Trjitzinsky Fund.
A math major formerly of Albuquerque, Tennessee State University, in Johnson
N.M., Kinnucan was awarded the scholar¬ City, during summer 2001. She presented
ship in August. Trjitzinsky Fund awards the results of that research in a paper,
are intended as an investment in the future "Lotteries and Poisson Approximation," at
of mathematics, helping to ensure that tal¬ the AMS-sponsored Joint Mathematics
ented math students are financially able to Meetings in San Diego last January.
In fall 2001, Kinnucan attended the
complete their degrees.
"I feel honored that the math department Budapest Semester in Mathematics, taking
a graduate-level course in abstract algebra
elected me for this," said Kinnucan.
She was selected because of her excel¬ during her time in Hungary.
Along with math, Kinnucan enjoys trav¬
lence in mathematics, her dedication and
desire to further her study in the field, eling and art, both making it and looking
said Professor Peter Wong, chair of the at it. In addition, as she told the AMS, "I
Bates math department. In a statement also like working with children, whether it
issued by the AMS, Wong described is teaching or just hanging out."

a Note to our Subscribers
We at The Bates Student would like to thank the many people who
have recently become subscribers to the paper. Our paper is pub¬
lished on Tuesday afternoons while classes are in session, and may
not be published during exam weeks. Before notifying us of a prob¬
lem with your subscription, please be patient and allow for proper
mailing time and, when appropriate, classes to resume!
If you still believe there is a problem with your subscription and
you have missed issues, please correspond to us in writing. You
may email thebatesstudent@hotmail.com or write to:

The Bates Student
309 Bates College
Lewiston, Maine 04240

This is the best way to ensure your subscription problems are reme¬
died quickly and you don’t miss out on the news of Bates College!
Thanks for reading,
The Editors

Office of College Relations

Congressman and gubernatorial candidate John Baldacci will honor
Bates Alum Sen. Edmund Muskie on Wednesday. See story, p. 8.

ILS To Investigate Bandwidth Leeches;
Contact Students Abusing Network
Information and Library Services (ILS) sys¬
tems administrators monitor the Bates network
to assure that the network is available to all. We
are aware of the inability of many users in
recent weeks to access off-campus resources
located on the Internet. As we examined the
problem, it became clear that about 5 percent of
Bates users are currently using more than 95
percent of the College’s Internet connection.
Peer-to-peer file sharing applications like
KaZaa, Gnutella and iMesh are the principal
culprits. Over the summer, we installed net¬
work traffic management systems to try to limit
the impact of these programs on the general
Internet user at Bates. We have found that we
can not rely on systems alone to control the
problem. Our contacts at other colleges indi¬
cate that the problem is widespread.
As we administer the College’s Computer
Use Policy, we try to assure that all users have
access to their fair share of computing
resources. Peer-to-peer file sharing programs
are diverting a disproportionate share of the
Internet connection to the transmission of files
such as audio and video files that have nothing
to do with the academic programs of the
College. Peer-to-peer programs also make our
Internet connection available to users who have
no connection to Bates other than their desire to
download material stored on computers owned
by Bates users. We have no commitment what¬
ever to make Bates computing resources avail¬
able to the rest of the world.
We can identify which computers are using
more than their fair share of the Bates Internet
connection, and we need to limit their impact
on others. We have developed a list of top users
whose use is the source of the problem. We note
that each of these users is currently consuming
more Internet capacity than any of the official

servers of e-mail, Web and other Internet traffic
for the College. Some machines are transfer¬
ring multiple gigabits of data each day.
ELS will begin this week to take the follow¬
ing steps:
1. We will send an e-mail message to the
users on the top user list informing them that
their use is in violation of the Computer Use
Policy, and that they must take corrective
actions to reduce their Internet use. We will
send a paper copy of the message to each user’s
campus mail address.
2. We expect users to take whatever steps are
necessary to reduce their Internet usage. Users
may contact Help Desk Services at 8222 for
assistance in removing the file sharing pro¬
grams or reducing their impact on the Internet.
If a user continues to appear on the list of top
users, ILS will send a final warning by e-mail.
3. If we get no response from the user to the
final warning, we will limit the Internet capaci¬
ty available to the user’s computer. This limit
will not affect their access to on-campus
resources such as Paris, Abacus, the College’s
Web servers or the Garnet Gateway. The limit
will remain in effect until the user takes correc¬
tive action and informs Help Desk Services.
The Information Services Advisory
Committee (a faculty-staff-student committee)
has endorsed this approach.
The College’s Computer Use Policy is avail¬
able
at:
http://www.bates.edu/ils/policy/computingPoli
cy.html.
For help in removing file sharing programs,
please contact Help Desk Services at 8222. For
more information on our efforts to administer
the College’s Internet service, please contact
Jim Bauer, Director of Network and
Infrastructure Services <jbauer@bates.edu>.
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Men’s Soccer Gets One More Shot
MEN’S SOCCER
Continued from p. 19

left, but we just couldn’t get a good shot under
the defensive pressure.”
A conference tie would have increased the
chances for gaining a spot, as the team com¬
petes for a last-place position out of the seven
teams who get invites to the tournament.
Last Saturday, Connecticut College, held that
opportunity of a last chance. The 2-1 loss,
however, was the clincher, as the Bates defense
could not hold off the Camels at home on
Russell Street Field.
“For the seniors it was our last home game,”
said Critchlow. “[Connecticut] played well and
had their moments. There’s so many ‘what ifs’
in soccer.”
The only question left is whether or not the
Bates men will be strong enough to finish he
2002 campaign with a victory over the
Bowdoin Polar Bears next Saturday in
Brunswick.

The game will give the Bobcats another
opportunity to upset a strong program, as
Bowdoin is ranked first in the conference at 7-1.
Also, the familiar rivalry between Bates,
Bowdoin, and Colby will be finalized for the
season, as Bates looks to finish 1-1 within the
CBB.
In their first home game of the season, the
Bobcats fell to Colby 1- 0. The White Mules,
however, lost to Bowdoin in a 4-0 hammering
this past Saturday. Bowdoin’s regular season is
also not yet complete, and the team still has
good reason to play hard, too. The Polar Bears
seek a home field advantage at the start of the
tournament, and will be eager celebrate a victo¬
ry over a longtime rival.
Though the competition is daunting, the
Bates men look poised to bring down the Polar
Bears.
“It’s our last chance to be on the field and
play competitively,” Critchlow said on behalf
of the senior class. “We’re going to play our
hearts out, and give it our all in the last game.”

Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

Confused? The men’s soccer team has a lot of questions to answer about cur¬
rent woes, but a solid performance against Bowdoin on Saturday could lift
spirits as the 2002 campaign comes to a close.

VOLLEYBALL HITS THE ROAD, Bates Crew Finishes Fall
GOES .500 AT NT. HOLYOKE Season Looking Strong
by AMANDA BECK
STAFF WRITER
Last weekend, the Bates College volleyball
team finished 2-2 at the Mount Holyoke and
Smith Colleges Hall of Fame Tournament.
The Bobcats won and lost a match both
Friday night and Saturday afternoon, bringing
their season record to 20-10 with one tourna¬
ment remaining next weekend at Brandeis.
The NESCAC tournament, hosted by top
seeded Williams, will ensue Nov. 8-9.
In the first game, the Bates faced Williams
and were defeated by the Ephs in three games,
28-30, 21-30, 18-30. The Bobcats came out
strong, nearly taking the first game from
Williams, but were unable to sustain any
momentum into the next two games.
Junior co-captain and outside hitter Liz
Wanless led the team with 15 kills and added
six digs, while sophomore middle hitter Olivia
Zurek had eight kills, six digs and two service
aces. Sophomore setter Kristen Johnson had
32 assists, three digs and three aces, while
classmates Tiffany Tropino had five kills and
six digs and Elizabeth Blakely registered four
service aces, respectively. First-year hitter
Jasmine McDavid chipped in with five kills
and a solo block, while fellow rookie defen¬
sive specialist Nicole Scott added five digs.
Senior co-captain and defensive specialist
Katie Burke had eight digs and two aces.
The second match of the night pitted the
Bobcats against host Mount Holyoke. Bates

Captain Excels On And
Off Volleyball Court

produced a three game victory, 30-22, 30-19,
CREW
30-22.
Continued
from back page
Wanless had a team-high 16 kills, while
adding seven digs. Zurek helped to bring
season - the Head of the Charles. This year’s
home the bacon, tallying 15 kills, five digs,
Charles
brought with it the advent of a new
two aces and a solo block. Tropino had five
“Collegiate Division”, composed mainly of
kills and ten digs, while Johnson posted five
Div. II and III programs. In year’s past, Bates
kills and 35 assists to aid the offense. Rookie
has been entered in the “club” division, having
outside hitter Liz Santy chipped in with three
to compete against top tier Div. I schools, as
digs and two aces.
well as prominent rowing clubs hailing from all
The first match on Saturday morning
over the nation.
squared the Bobcats off with Tufts, another
Along with the addition of this new division
NESCAC opponent. The Jumbos, avenging an
came Bates’ hopes of notching one of their best
earlier season loss to the Bobcats, pulled out
performances for the fall. The forecast was for
the three game win, 28-30, 23-30, 24-30.
rain and strong gale-force winds, thus resulting
Wanless led the team in both kills and digs,
in extremely poor racing conditions on Sunday
posting 15 kills, 14 digs, two aces and two
the
20th. Although the men and women were
solo blocks. Johnson had four kills, five digs
able to log in a solid warm up on Friday as well
and 17 assists. McDavid had eight kills, and
as a good night’s sleep that evening, the weath¬
Tropino added three aces to complement her
er proved to be too much come race time on
five digs. On the defensive end, Burke and
Saturday.
Scott combined for 14 digs.
“We watched an eight person boat flip right
In the final match of the weekend, the
in front of us a few hundred meters off of our
Bobcats took on Bridgewater State College,
walking away with a victory in three games, I stem ... that should speak to the sort of chop we
were sitting in,” said senior captain Pete Mertz.
30-24, 30-28, 30-28. Wanless recorded 15
Despite the rough weather, the Bates men
kills, nine digs and two aces, while Zurek had
were
able to place 17th out of 41 crews, a
seven kills, 13 digs and three solo blocks, j
respectable performance, but not exactly what
McDavid posted seven kills, while Tropino
they had envisioned.
had five kills and six digs. Santy set the match
The women encountered not only the afore¬
and supplied 30 assists while adding eight
mentioned weather but conflicts on the course
digs. Burke chipped in with eight digs and two
as well.
aces.
Due to the fact that a head race is mn as a

Field Hockey Near Top of NESCAC
by LYNN WORTHY

BURKE

STAFF WRITER

Continued from back page

The Bates field hockey squad bounced back
from a defeat at the hands of Babson College
on Thursday, coming out Saturday to over¬
power the Camels of Conn. College.
Thursday, the Bobcats fell victim to a strong
Babson squad, 2-0. Bates just couldn’t over¬
come two first half goals from Deb Morris and
Jessica Baker. Baker leads the NEWMAC
with 16 goals set a new school record for sin¬
gle-season points with 40. Babson goalkeeper
Colleen Kelly also made eight saves in the
game.
The Bobcats shook off the loss to Babson
and celebrated alumni weekend by snapping a
short two game losing skid with a decisive 41 victory over New England Small College
Athletic Conference competitor Connecticut
College on Saturday.
Senior captain Julia Price started the day’s
scoring with her an unassisted goal four min¬
utes and fifty-nine seconds into the game.

If you somehow don’t share a spot on a
committee with Burke, or you aren’t in any of
her classes, or you’ve failed to catch a volley¬
ball game this season, you have one last
chance. You can see her in action when Bates
squares off with Wesleyan in the opening
round of the NESCAC tournament at Williams
on Nov. 8th.
Bowman, for one, is both excited and sad¬
dened by the thought of playoffs and the loom¬
ing end of Burke’s illustrious collegiate career.
“What I admire about Katie,” says
Bowman, “is her loyalty to her teammates,
and her ability to balance all that she does
while still being a tremendous contributor to
our team. She places high value on her team¬
mates, and appreciates the impact athletics
have had on her life.”
Somehow, I suspect Katie’s mother is just as
proud.

staggered start, boats will pass one another
throughout the competition. Each crew is rac¬
ing for the best possible time. Therefore, it is
customary for a crew to “yield” to an oncoming
competitor.
During the women’s race a competitor’s fail¬
ure to yield at a critical turn played a key role
in lowering Bates’ placement. When asked to
comment on the performance, captain Kate
Strum said, “The women were capable of a
medal performance. We worked extremely
hard, but it just didn’t come together”. The
women placed 19th out of 34 crews.
Each crew hoped to take a few lessons away
from this race and carry them over into this past
weekend’s CBB conference championship.
“My goal is to focus and put together a race
that will be solid and actually represent our
potential. I wanted to end the season and go
into winter training on a good note”, said cap¬
tain Pete Mertz.
The entire team did just that, pulling through
with convincing performances at home to end
the fall season on a high note. Both the varsity
men and women rowed away with their respec¬
tive CBB titles once again. The novice men
gained CBB bragging rights as well, handily
pulling away from Bowdoin.
The fall season now over, all rowers will
commence their individual winter training reg¬
iments in preparation for is expected to be a
successful spring season.

With seven minutes and 23 seconds gone by in
the first half of play, Connecticut’s Emily
Huffman answered Price’s goal with one of
her own to even things up at a goal apiece.
Less than three minutes later, Kathrene
Tiffany scored her first goal of the season to
put Bates up by a score of 2-1. The Bobcats
never looked back. Two minutes later, Bates
All-NESCAC forward Johie Farrar added
another goal to close out the scoring in the
first half, giving the Bobcats a 3-1 lead.
In the second half, Jessica Bradley would
put the finishing touches on the victory, scor¬
ing the fourth goal of the day for Bates with an
assist from Sarah Overmyer. Bradley’s goal
capped off a string of three unanswered goals
for the Bobcats.
Lindsay Gary made three saves in goal for
Bates, and a strong defensive effort held the
Camels to only five shots for the entire game
in comparison to the 14 shots the Bobcats
were able to reel off.
The win over the Camels brought the
Bobcats record to 7-6 overall and 5-3 in the

NESCAC. The win also placed the Bobcats
one game behind Bowdoin, Middlebury, and
Williams for the top spot in the conference.
With the first round of the NESCAC tour¬
nament coming up on Sunday Nov. 3, every¬
thing will come down to the last weekend of
action for the Bobcats and the other top
squads in the NESCAC.
Bates will travel to Brunswick to take on
rival Bowdoin College this coming Saturday.
The Polar Bears entered this past week ranked
15th in the nation amongst Div. HI teams. The
Bobcats would love to avenge last season’s 10 loss to Bowdoin and knock Bowdoin from
the top spot in the conference, potentially put¬
ting themselves in better position for the con¬
ference tournament.
The top seed in the NESCAC tournament
will have a first round bye and will host the
NESCAC Championship on November 9-10.
The teams seeded 2, 3, and 4 will host first
round games on Sunday, November 3. Pairing
will be announced on the NESCAC web site
after conference action on Saturday.
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FOOTBALL SENDS MULES BACK TO WATERVILLE LOSERS
FOOTBALL
Continued from p. 1
On the ensuing kickoff, sophomore Mike
Horan rumbled 63 yards before he was pushed
out of bounds at the Colby 20-yard line. The
Bobcat offense answered Stepka’s score five
plays later, as senior co-captain Sean Atkins
powered his way into the end zone from the
one-yard line to tie the score 7-7.
The Colby offense took the field on their
next possession and methodically worked its
way down the field. Stepka carried the ball on
eight of the 10 plays, including a 2-yard
touchdown run to put Colby up 14-7 with just
under eight minutes to go in the half.
The Mules would start the second half with
the ball and the 14-7 lead.
I told them that the outcome of the game
would be decided by which team kept their
composure and I told them that we had to run
the ball effectively in order to win,” said
Harriman, referring to his halftime speech.
The Mules once again moved the ball into
Bates territory behind the strength of their
offensive line and the legs of Stepka in the
early goings of the second stanza. But on first
and ten from the Bates 44-yard line, senior
defensive back Pat Boyaggi intercepted Colby
quarterback Pat Conley’s pass to end the
threat.
The Bobcat offense then took over and
mounted it’s own time-consuming drive, eat¬
ing up over five minutes on the game clock
and making it down to the Colby 14 before the

Mules defense tightened up. Nat Carr’s 31yard field goal attempt would be no good and
the Mules would take over with their 14-7 lead
still intact.
Colby worked its way down to the Bates 35,
but the Bobcat defense pulled together on
fourth down to turn possession back over to
Jankoski and the Bates offense. Having come
up just short on their previous drive, a deter¬
mined offensive unit took the field with one
thing on its mind - score a touchdown.
When the drive looked like it might stall,
Jankoski completed a huge third down pass to
sophomore receiver Matt Orlando for a 15yard pickup. Four plays later, Jankoski found
Owen Miehe open over the middle for a 36yard touchdown pass with five seconds
remaining in the 3rd quarter. The extra point
attempt was no good and the score stood 1413 in favor of the Mules.
On Colby’s next drive, with just under
twelve minutes left in the game, sophomore
linebacker Kevin Madden intercepted
Conley’s pass over the middle to give the ball
back to the Bobcats near midfield.
The Bobcats put the rest of the game in the
hands of All-NESCAC running back Sean
Atkins and the offensive line for the majority
of the next drive, running the ball eight times
with Atkins touching the loaf of bread seven
times. Jankoski also completed another big
3rd down pass to Billy Ball for 16 yards, as
well as hitting Orlando on a 22-yard pass to
get the Bobcats down to the Colby 15.
After Atkins ran it down to the one-yard

Fall Season Ends On High Note For Eats
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Continued from back page

Bracken stormed past her first opponent,
Marissa Ginimo of Springfield, with a 61,6-1 score. She then fell in the round of
Playing their first season as a pair, sixteen to Brandeis’ Ora Wexler (6-3, 6DeVito noted, “We really clicked at a 4).
crucial time. It is difficult playing with a
The 2002 Bates tennis team, although
new partner so we spent this season get¬ finishing with a record of 3-5, is excited
ting a feel for each others game and it all about its play and looks forward to the
paid off at the right moment.”
spring season.
One more win was recorded by the
“I am very proud of our team this sea¬
Bobcats. In flight two singles, Heather
son,”
said
senior
Kelsey Evans “We
learned a lot about our¬
selves and each other.
Although we did not do
as well as we hoped we
learned some valuable
lessons about what we
are capable of doing.
The School of Diplomacy and
This in sight, our
International Relations offers
spring season will be
graduate and undergraduate programs
even more promising.”
that prepare students from around
the world to lead and manage in a
global society. A unique link to the
United Nations exposes students to
policymakers and practitioners
addressing today’s global concerns.

The School of Diplomacy
and International Relations

Highlights:
• An exclusive alliance with the
United Nations Association
• A distinguished faculty of full-time
professors, senior diplomats and
business professionals
• Internships in public service,
business, government, inter¬
national organizations and the
nonprofit sector

seton,
hallI
university
400 South Orange Ave.,
South Orange,
New Jersey 07079

Located only
I-I miles from
Ynv York City

• Dual graduate degree programs,
including:
J.D. in Law
M.S. in International Business
M.B.A.
M.PA. in Public Service and
Nonprofit Management
M.A. in Corporate and Public
Communica tions

FOR MORE INFORMATION
call (973) 275-2515
or e-mail: diplomat@shu.edu
Visit our web site at
http://diplomacy.shu.edu
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line, Jankoski’s quarterback sneak gave the
Bobcats their first lead of the day. The twopoint conversion attempt failed and the score
stood 19-14 with the Bobcats on top.
With six and a half minutes left in the game
the Colby offense had one last chance to score
and regain the lead. Conley completed five
passes on the drive, not including two passes
that were nullified because of penalties. One
of those passes was a 51-yard pass to Lee
Carlson that would have put the Mules at the
Bates 20-yard line, but was brought back
because of an illegal block in the back.
On fourth down from the Bates 24,
Conley’s pass over the middle was batted
down by Rob Maguire. All Bates had to do
was run out the final seconds and let Hathom’s
bell reverberate through the ears of a faithful
student body that rushed the mud-slicked con¬
fines of Garcelon.
Stepka finished the day with 230 yards and
two touchdowns for Colby. Conley went 11
for 21 throwing for 130 yards and two inter¬
ceptions. The most glaring statistic may have
been that Colby committed 13 penalties
accounting for 108 yards in the game while
Bates committed only five penalties.
“Obviously penalties hurt Colby,” Harriman
said. “I believe we are the least penalized team
in the conference, at least before Saturday we
were. That made a big difference down the
stretch.”
For Bates, Atkins piled up 99 yards and one
touchdown, while Jankoski finished 7 for 12
with one touchdown and an interception.

Freshman quarterback Anthony Arger saw
action in the second quarter, completing one
of his two passes for nine yards, while carry¬
ing twice for three yards. Matt Orlando led all
receivers bringing in four receptions for 54
yards. Mike Horan, who’s 63-yard kick return
set up the Bobcats’ first score, also led the
team with eight solo tackles. Pat Boyaggi also
came up with five tackles to go with his team¬
leading third interception of the year. Pat
Foley and Jon Moody also had five stops
apiece.
“It was as good a team effort as we have had
in my time here. Offense, Defense and special
teams all made big plays,” Harriman said.
“This game is a great tribute to the team for
hanging tough for the first five weeks,”
Harriman-added. “It will also be something
that the senior class can look back at with
pride. The senior class has the opportunity to
have two CBB championships and also be 4-0
versus Bowdoin.”
This year’s senior class was part of the
group in 1999 that won Bates’ first CBB
Championship since 1986. A win next
Saturday would make them the first Bates
group to win two titles in a four year period
since the late 70’s and early 80’s.
The Bobcats will look to make it two
straight victories and a CBB title this Saturday
afternoon as they travel to Brunswick, to take
on the Polar Bears. Bowdoin fell to Wesleyan
17-3 this past weekend. Last season the
Bobcats were victorious in overtime by a
score of 38-35.

Tennis Plans For Bermuda
by MEGAN HAMILTON
STAFF WRITER
The Bates Invitational, held Oct. 5th-6th, left
the Bates College men’s team and coach Paul
Gastonguay with high hopes for the spring sea¬
son.
“It’s been a good fall,” said Gastonguay.
“We really showed what we can do.”
The two-day tournament was not for team
placement and was played in a slightly differ¬
ent format than usual. Because of time con¬
straints, it was decided that tied matches would
be decided by a super tiebreaker where the
match is finished in ten points rather than in a
whole third set. This was admittedly tough for
the Bates men, as many matches that came
down to that tie-breaker simply didn’t go their
way.
“Anything can happen. We’ve just got to be
a little tougher,” explained Gastonguay.
Top-seeded freshman Will Boe-Wieggard
lost to Mac Burke of Bowdoin in the semi¬
finals of the A singles. After his success at
MIT the previous weekend, Gastonguay says
the match was “a little bit of a let-down” but
credits Boe-Wieggard for “regrouping and
playing tough.”
Alex Macdonald defeated Stu Brown of
Middlebury before being eliminated in the
semi-finals of that same bracket.
In the B singles, Sam Duvall advanced to the
semi-finals before being eliminated by August
Felker of Bowdoin. Brett Carty defeated
opponents from Tufts and Bowdoin on his way
to finals, where he too lost out to Felker. At the
previous tournament, a final between the two
had ended in a victory for Carty and
Gastonguay acknowledges there was an ele¬

ment of “payback” in the match.
C singles saw Rob Weller, David Meyer and
Jeff Grom eliminated in the first round. Tristan
Beach advanced to the third round after victo¬
ries over opponents from Brandeis and Colby.
Competition was especially tough for the
Bobcats in this round, as Bates’ seventh and
eighth seeds were taking on opponents ranked
fifth or sixth on their own teams.
James Lidell, Mike Hoverman and Chapin
Hansen all played into the second round of D
singles.
The Bobcats found continued success in the
doubles teams of Will Boe-Wieggard and Alex
Macdonald and Brett Cary and Bob Weller.
In the A bracket, Boe-Wieggard and
Macdonald defeated Mac Burke and August
Felker of Bowdoin to win the finals 8-5. In the
“B” doubles, Carty and Weller gave the other
Bowdoin team trouble for their trip west with a
9-7 victory in the finals.
“Winning both doubles was huge,” said
Gastonguay. “It bodes especially well for the
season to come.”
The tournament was the last competition for
the Bobcats until the spring season. As
Gastonguay said, fall is “a development season
and [the team] is not yet at their peak.”
Though no formal practices can be held in
the off-season, the men will continue to train
individually throughout the winter.
“We need to work hard through the winter to
make a bid at nationals,” explains Gastonguay.
‘There’s a lot of good competition out there
and the team knows that.”
Competition resumes over February break,
when the team will be going to Bermuda to
play the Bermuda Davis Cup and Fed Cup
teams for the week.

Men’s Varsity Runners Set Personal Bests,
Prepare for NCAAS
MXC
Continued from back page
on the team,” Assistant coach Todd
Goewey said.
“We are beginning to show people what
we are capable of, and we are giving our¬
selves confidence that will only build as
the season progresses.”
Head Coach A1 Fereshetian was
unavailable for direct comment, but was

reportedly heard praising the Bobcats
“tremendous” performance.
This weekend, the Bobcats travel to
Grafton, MA to compete at the NESCAC
Championships. The true test for the
Bobcats will come on Nov. 16 when they
will travel to Westfield, Mass., for the
Regional NCAA qualifying meet. The
Bobcats haven’t qualified as a team for
Nationals since 1999.
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Women’s Soccer Needs Win Over Bowdoin
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Over the past three weeks, the Bates
women’s soccer has faced Middlebury,
Wesleyan, and Conn. College, three of the
NESCAC’s strongest teams.
The results? A
solid 2-1 victory
over Wesleyan,
but a pair of losses
to Middlebury [72] and Conn.
College [3-2, 2
OT] .
The
Bobcats
came out slowly
versus Wesleyan,
and the game was
scoreless at half¬
time. But Bates
came out firing in
the second half,
dominating
the
Cardinals through¬
out with a pahgoals and finish¬
ing the game with
a 21-9 shot advan¬
tage.
“After a lack¬
luster first half,”
said Bobcat senior
goalie
Kim
Martell, a tri-Captain, “the team really pulled
together and picked up the intensity in the sec¬
ond half. The energy on the field led to two
exceptional goals.”
One of Martell’s fellow Captains, Krissie
Whiting, scored the first Bobcat goal at the
49:30 mark of the second half, with freshmen
Jenna Benson assisting on the play. Freshmen
Erin Foye notched the game winner off a pret¬
ty crossing pass from classmate Sara Abbot,

putting the Bobcats temporarily up 2-0.
Wesleyan got on the scoreboard just before
time expired
“Abbott played an excellent half,” said
Martell, who finished with 4 saves.
Bobcat coach Jim Murphy was also pleased
with his teams effort in the second half.
“I thought we played very well,” said
Murphy,
whose
team moved to 6-4
the win (3-3
E S C A C ) .
“Especially after a
slow start in the first
half. It is always
nice to beat a
|j NESCAC opponent,
. and this hard fought
B win keeps us in the
■picture for a berth in
the league tournament.”
|| Whiting shared in
■her coach’s enthusilasrn.
“Saturday was a
must-win game for
us - a gut-check to
our
at a post¬
season. We came
a little flat in the
but put it
us for the
next 45 minutes.
There was an exciting vibe in the second half
when everyone was playing for each other with
high intensity. Abbott and Foye stepped it up
and did a wonderful job winning air balls and
making runs.”
Whiting also pointed out Catherine Crosby,
Katie Szum, Cara Howieson, and Benson for
their tireless play.
“They distributed the ball really well giving
us numerous chances,” said Whiting. “We all

Vanessa Williamson/ The Bates Student

The Bates College women’s soccer team dropped a heartbreaker to Conn.
College in double OT on Saturday. Above, a Bates player looks to clear the
zone against Wesleyan, while her teammate (left) almost gets taken out dur¬
ing the same game.
knew that we were the better team and it was
just a matter of time before we capitalized, but
it’s always a relief to get that first goal. Foye
has been getting better every game and plays
with a lot of contagious energy and tenacity
every time she steps on the field.”
The Bobcats looked to keep up the momen¬
tum the following weekend against
Middlebury, but the effort fell short. The
Panthers, who with just one more win would
find themselves atop the league standings,
opened an early lead en route to a 7-2 victory.
Katie Carroll had both the Bobcat goals, as
Bates fell to 3-4 in NESCAC play. While the
The Conn. College game was much closer,

Bates Sailing Hosts Two Regattas
by GREG WHELAN
STAFF WRITER
The Bates College sailing team took another
major step forward on Oct. 12. In an effort to
help out the inactive University of Southern
Maine team, the Bobcats hosted the Eastern
Series #3 at the USM sailing site in Portland.
It was a fun filled day in which everyone
came away knowing a little bit more than when
they hit the water. Racing against such teams
as Bowdoin, Maine Maritime, Tufts, Bates fin¬
ished third under the windiest and most
choppy seas of the season.
Three boats from Bates hit the water
on Saturday. Skipper Pat Schule, along
with crew Janice Lewis, and skipper
Stu Johnson along with crew Dan
Barsky, made up the Bates contingent,
which took a third overall.
The third Bates boat, composed of
skipper Evan Komack and crew Ben
Leoni, teamed up with a lacking Colby
team to take fifth. In the process,
Barsky came away with a head injury
when his skipper fell out of the boat
and the boom hit Barsky in the head.
In spite of his injury, he still finished
the race and later visited the hospital
but is recovering well.
mm
Bates sailing coach Rob Haile, who
ran the races, commented, “It was a
great opportunity for Bates to host this
regatta. We were able to get a lot of
sailors on the water and even help out Colby. I
was a little surprised that Bowdoin brought
their top sailors to this series, but Bates stepped
up to the challenge and came through with
their share of shining moments.”
After the regatta in Portland, the team trav¬
eled down to MIT to race in the Smith Trophy.
This one-day trophy saw over 20 teams hit the
water in the murky, light-wind day.
Skipper Ben Leoni along with crew Stephen
Puschel put forth a terrific Bates performance
in which they finished first in their last race of

the day, beating every team by more than a
minute. This race echoed their racing results
for the day, along with skipper Daniel Vannoni
and crew Emily Rand, who garnered the team’s
16th place overall finish.
After his first place finish, Leoni comment¬
ed, “Steve and I just played the shifts. When
we rounded the mark first with such a large
lead, I knew we could carry it the whole way
through the race. I knew as long as we sailed
smart, we would have no problem.”
With three more weekends left on its sched-
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ule, the sailing team still has a shot at some
major victories and even the possibility of
becoming one of the top 20 teams in New
England.
This was not the end for the Bates Sailors,
however
After a relaxing break Oct. break, they came
back ready to go. They started the second part
of the season this Saturday with a trip to
Dorchester Bay, Boston College’s home site.
In some of the most miserable conditions of
the season, Skippers Ben Leoni and Dan

Vannoni, along with respective crews Steve
Puschel and Pat Schule, braved the pouring
rain and light winds to take home a 15th place
finish.
“The cold, rainy conditions really proved
who the true sailors are,” commented Asst.
Captain Leoni. “It was tough to tell whether
you were getting more wet on the water or off.”
Yet, the team did not stop there.
Bates hosted yet another regatta at the
University of Southern Maine. This time it
was for the Wellahan Trophy, and Bates put
forth a strong effort.
Skippers Dan Vannoni and Ben
Leoni made the trip again, along
with their respective crews, Pat
Schule and Emily Rand.
“It was nice to finally have a
warm sunny day with a good
breeze,” said Rand.
There is no better way to start
off a regatta than with a first-place
finish, and that is exactly what
Vannoni and Rand did. In one of
their best days of sailing this fall,
the duo won the first race and
continued on with some great fin¬
ishes, including a third and fifth to
help the team to an overall eightplace finish.
“I was just really pumped up
after getting that first place,” said
Vannoni. “Emily and I just tried
to carry that momentum through
to the rest of the races, and with some pretty
good starts, I think we came through with some
nice results.”
This team has been making a lot of progress
this season,” Haile said. “Dan and Ben had a
very good performance today, and with some
more hard work, I think they can be even bet¬
ter.”
The team will finish up its season over the
next couple of weeks with the Underdog
Trophy at Boston University and an Invite at
MIT.

but the result was just as difficult to take, as the
Camels scored the game-winning goal with just
59 seconds left in the second overtime session.
Carroll’s goal early in the second half tied the
game at 1-1, while Whiting’s goal in the 84th
minute tied the game at 2-2. Martell finished
with 11 saves.
Whiting and company are looking forward to
this Saturday’s contest on the road against
Bowdoin. Bates will likely need a win in order
to make the league tournament.
“We need to play as a solid unit and leave it
all on the field,” said Whiting,. “And hopeful¬
ly get our first win against Bowdoin since the
seniors have been here.”

Men’s Soccer Loses
Chance at Playoffs,
Prepares for Bowdoin
by DAN MAXWELL
STAFF WRITER
The Bates men’s soccer team has had a
rough two weeks since the school fell quiet at
the start of fall break.
A pair of NESCAC losses and an out-of-conference win brought the team to an overall
record of 6-6-1, but a sober 2-6 record leaves
the Bobcats near the bottom of conference
play. Losses to both Middlebury College and
Connecticut College almost surely end the
opportunity for the team to see post-season
play in the conference tournament, which is set
to begin play on Nov. 3.
The 3-0 win over the University of New
England at the commencement of break was a
breezy warm-up for tougher competition to
soon follow. Sophomores Alex Wolf and Dan
Bradford totaled the three goals that sank into
the net passed UNE’s goalkeeper, and the
Bates defense, with Chris Mansfield in goal,
was able to hold off UNE offense.
UNE sinks to 2- 9 on the season, as Bates
maintains the tradition of trouncing over their
soccer program.
Conference action, however, began Oct, 19,
at Middlebury.
Senior back Whitney Albohm and junior
back Tony Silva were able to edge a shot
apiece into the Middlebury net.
The
Middlebury offense, however, was able to out¬
play Bates’ defense, blasting three goals past
goal keep James Kenly before the Bobcats
were able to score.
“It was 3-0 at one point, and we staged a late
comeback-it was amazing in the second half
coming back to nearly even the score,” said
senior captain Jeff Critchlow. “We tried our
best to tie it up with a last effort surge follow¬
ing our second goal with about eight minutes
See Men’s Soccer, p. 17

Women’s Soccer on the
Playoff Bubble
Story, p. 19
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Field Hockey Gets a W
Story, p.17
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Captain Excels On And Off Court
Katie Burke Puts The
Word Student In
“Student-Athlete”
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
When asked to list their heroes, most ath¬
letes toss around icons like Michael Jordan,
Barry Bonds, Mia Hamm, Tiger Woods, Venus
Williams or Joe Montana. It’s the usual red
carpet list. Some might even say Drew Bledsoe
or Bugs Bunny for his role in Space Jam.
But for Katie Burke, the lone senior on this
year’s Bates College women’s volleyball team,
her inspiration comes from different sources.
“Well, there’s my mom,” says Burke, flash¬
ing a smile from ear to ear. “Because of her
compassion for others, and her willingness to
listen. And there’s Marian Wright Edelman,
founder of the Children’s Defense Fund,
because of her lifelong quest for social jus¬
tice.”
Her mother and a social justice worker? It’s
all in a day’s work for Burke, who is a fouryear starter for the Bobcat’s volleyball team.
“Katie means a great deal to the team,” says
Bobcat coach Jen Bowman. “On the court she
is one of our best and most reliable servers,
and she’s an extremely consistent passer. She
brings a lot of confidence and a competitive
attitude to the court which helps make every-

Office of College Relations

Well-rounded...just like the volleyball. The lone senior on this year’s
women’s volleyball team, Katie Burke is out to change the world — one smile
at a time.
body better.”
Not that this is unexpected, of course.
Burke, in her second year as Bates’ captain,
played volleyball, basketball, and softball at
her alma mater, Ursuline Academy, in

Dedham, Mass. This year, with Burke and fel¬
low Captain Liz Wanless leading the way, the
Bobcats finished 7-3 in NESCAC action, but
the team isn’t done yet.
“We are really lucky to have the group of

WOMEN’S TENNIS FALLS TO MIDDLEBURY
by KIM HOFFMAN
STAFF WRITER

Women’s tennis must wait out the
snow before resuming play.

The<2002 fall season concluded for the
Bates women’s tennis team last week.
On Oct. 13, Bates took on a 5-2
Middlebury squad, which was ranked
22nd in the nation upon its arrival in
Lewiston. The Bobcats struggled through
the match, finishing without any wins.
The 9-0 victory for the Panthers came
with some challenges, however. In sin¬
gles, Bates’ Tara DeVito (6-7(2), 6-4, 46) and Kelsey Evans (6-2, 3-6, 4-6) both
forced their matches into three sets.
In doubles action, the two teams of
Lindsay Yost/Heather Bracken and
DeVito/ Liz Currie posted 4-8 scores,
giving Middlebury a run for its money.
The Bobcats left the match determined
and itching for a win to finish up their
season.
The team traveled next to Connecticut
College in New London, Conn., still

holding on to the desire for a final victo¬
ry. Coming out strong, Bates dominated
their opponents and prevailed.
Yost and Evans were major contribu¬
tors in the 6-3 win, as they both won
their singles and doubles matches. This
was a key win for the team, as
Connecticut, an improved team from pre¬
vious years, has become a potent threat
in the NESCAC.
Next for the Bobcats were the NEWITT
(New England Women’s Intercollegiate
Tennis Tournament) Championships, held
in Amherst, Mass. Twenty-five teams
participated in this event.
Bates, up against a tough draw, made it
to the quarter finals in only one flight.
At doubles, playing in flight two dou¬
bles, the duo of DeVito and Currie suc¬
ceeded past two opposing teams. They
beat teams from both Wesleyan (8-2) and
Wellesley (8-2).

records. To have all five runners gel
together on the same day and perform at
such a high level indicates that Bates
looks poised to achieve the lofty goals it
has set for itself this season when it com¬
petes at the National Championships as a
team. In order to qualify, they must fin¬
ish as one of the top four Div. Ill teams at
the New England Regional Qualifying
meet.
Finishing first for the Bobcats and 12th
overall (3rd in Div. Ill) in a time of 24:41
was All-American captain Justin Easter,
who ran an average of sub-five minute
miles over the five mile course. Also
scoring for the Bobcat varsity squad was
senior captain Malcolm Gray, and sopho¬
mores Robert Gomez, Joel Anderson and
Michael Downing. Notable performances
in the sub-varsity race were placed by

See Burke, p. 17

Bates Crew Looks To
Take Momentum, Fall
Success, Into Winter
by PAT QUIRK
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

first-years Dave Desjardins and Matt
Biggart, and sophomores Nic Hansen, Pat
Wales-Dinan and Charlie “Chief” Poris.
This championship meet really show¬
cased the depth and talent of the Bates
cross country team.
“The meet really was a huge confi¬
dence builder,” said Gray, a captain.
“We’re extremely proud of how we ran as
a team, and it gives us confidence in our
ability to achieve our goals for the rest of
the season.”
A general sentiment heard from many
team members was that it was a great
feeling to defeat the Bowdoin Polar
Bears, who had narrowly beaten the
Bobcats the weekend before at the State
Championships.
“I’m extremely proud of all of the guys

The last four weekends have been chockfull of racing for the Bates College rowing
team. Throughout the last 28 days, both the
men and women traveled to various locations
throughout New England to compete in some
of the most competitive head races in the
United States.
The Bobcats traveled to Lowell,
Massachusetts on the weekend of Oct. 5th for
the Textile Regatta. This regatta, in particular,
offered two separate divisions in which crews
could enter, “club” and “open.” Both crews
landed a second place performance in the club
division and a sixth place tally in the Div. I
laden open section. An all around solid per¬
formance by each team was used as a spring
board, as both the men and women traveled to
Middletown, Conn., the following weekend to
compete in the Head of the Connecticut.
Following a four-hour drive and warm up
the day before, each crew put in a stellar per¬
formance on Sunday, Oct. 12th. Placing fifth
in the mixed field of Div. I, II, and III schools,
the Bates men fell one slot short of a medal. A
thorough flogging of all present NESCAC
competition was cut short by their coming in
behind perennial powerhouse Trinity.
Although, one may note that only three sec¬
onds separated the third and fifth place finish¬
ers in the competition, with Bates therefore
displaying its true potential against crews of
the highest caliber. The women also notched a
fifth-place finish, misplaced only by Div. I
crews. This race and the systematic routing of
all Division II and III competition showed
exactly where the Bates women stand within
the regional and national rowing circuits.
This inspiring weekend of racing was fol¬
lowed by a hard week of training in prepara¬
tion for the biggest regatta of the fall racing

SeeMXC,p. 18

See Crew, p. 17

See Tennis p. 18

BOBCAT RUNNERS PREPARE FOR NATIONALS
by AMY WEBB
STAFF WRITER
The Bates men’s cross country team
had an outstanding meet on Friday, Oct.
11th, at the Open New England
Championships at Franklin Park in
Boston, Mass. The team has not compet¬
ed since, however, instead preparing for
the NESCAC Championships this week¬
end.
The varsity squad finished tenth but of
forty-six schools, including a variety of
Div. I competitors. Among Div. Ill com¬
petition, Bates finished a close third
behind Keene State and Williams. One of
the highlights of the meet was defeating
Bowdoin for the first time this season.
Another great achievement for the
Bobcats on Friday was that each of the
top five varsity runners ran personal

girls that we have,” says Burke, who points out
Coach Bowman for pushing the team extra
hard this season. “We have a lot of diversity of
talent which will really be an asset in the
NESCAC tourney.”
While Burke’s volleyball exploits are obvi¬
ous, it is off the court where she shines the
most.
Entering this year, Burke was a member , of
Athletes for Healthy Choices, President of
Amnesty International, the Residential
Coordinator of Parker Hall, and a student
teacher at Lewiston Middle School. Somehow,
she made time to write for the school newspa¬
per, work with the Hunger and Homelessness
Committee, fill roles as a Student Volunteer
Fellow and attend the Leadership Academy. To
top .it off, Burke studied at American
University last year and, majoring in American
Cultural Studies, has future dreams of going on
to law school. Everything wasn't enough, of
course, so earlier this fall she campaigned for
and became the Senior Class Secretary.
Despite her commitments, which she holds
in the purest sense of the word, she remains
true to Bates volleyball.
“My favorite thing is the team,” she says.
“They are definitely my family away from
home, and I have the utmost respect and trust
for them.”
How does she do it all?
“Balance is key,” Burke says. “I treat vol¬
leyball essentially as an additional class. You
have obligations to your team, to your coach,
and to the college to show up and consistently
improve — just as you do academically.”

